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Frat Suspend~d During
Alleged Hazing Investigation
By Steve Marlow
Pledging rights of the Sigma
Theta Chi Fraternity were suspended
by the Greek Cooperative Council
(GCC) and Student Activities Office earl ier this month until officials can complete an investigatio n into alleged hazing activity
which led to the arrest of three
Kean College freshmen.
The 18-year-old males, whose
names are being withheld by police, were arrested Oct. 31 by
Bayonne Police while allegedly
trying to obtain several items on a
"scavenger list" given to them by
the fraternity, according to several
sources familiar with the situation.
Fraternity members claim the
three were not actually pledging,
but were "interested" in pledging
at a later date. The school requires
that pledges have a miminum
number of credits before being
allowed to pledge a greek organization.
"We handed them three bogus
guide books to look at and to keep
their interest until they were able
to pledge,• EOX President Michael
A. Manochio said. -We will take
responsibility for bending the rules,
but we didn't tell them to do anythinj. What they did was of the

plates which contained the letters
"EOX" and "CHI" sou rces said .
At the time of arrest the students were found in possession of
several such license plates, the
guide book and were allegedly
attempting to remove the hood
ornament from a Jaguar, according to Campus Police Lt. Scott
Kinnie, who was informed of the
situation by Bayonne Police.
The three students arrested were
each charged with the following:
three counts of receiving stolen
property; and one count each of:
theft and criminal attempt; resisting arrest and possession of burglary tools.
Bayonne Prosecutor Cheryl
Cashman said the charges were
"plea bargained down" in court on
Nov. 5 and a decision was postponed until Nov. 29 "pending
alcohol diversion."
Director of Student Activities,
Thomas O'Donnell said the fate of
the fraternity is pending the outcome of the investigation which
he is trying to "expediate as soon
as possible.•
"I was really surprised by the
whole thing,• O'Donnell said. "Chi
has been an exemplary grou this

Some of the items on the •scav-

pressed by their conduct.•
O'Donnell said he learned of

...........

enger list• were the hood ornament from a Jaguar and a Rolls

Royce, and motor vehicle license

~~ruU,

·:;r

the situation from Campus Police
and confirmed it with the Bayonne

Police. lnyestigators are now waiting to receive a copy of the police
report and any evidence obtained
the night of the arrest, especially
the "guide book."
We were told by Bayonne Police
thevwe,ei~etsionolapledge

bddll)

arms H

wu not a pledge book,• O'Donnell said.
"I am giving them the benefit of
the doubt that it is not a pledge

Sigma Theta Chi Rock
book until I see it and we can
determine if what they say i,; true
or not,• O'Donnell said.
Manochio says the fraternity is
biding by the decision, although
they are "in total protest of it.• He
claim& the decision - unfair since
tl'ie fraternity wa never comu1ted

Manochio said. ''They have no
substantial claim, since lhe individuals were not legally related to
the fraternity in anyway.•
But according to rule number
12 of the Kean College Declara-

and since "-9 is no oppo,tunity

Jllf/tlfied.

for appeal. ·
-The fraternity is being put on a
cross without any legal standing,•

tion CJi Pleclge and Charter Ae--

sponslbilltles the suspension was

(Staff writer Nick Ca/amito
contributed to this article.]

Veterans Honored At Kean

Kean 's New Student Committee Protests

Kean Supports Rally
By Janine McGoldrick
Friday, November 9th, was just
like any other day in most respects. The Parkway was packed
with cars rushing to work. Students who had Fridays free of classes
snored in their beds while their
friends and roommates dragged
themselves up to be on time for
their eight o'clock classes. Most
Kean students went on about their
day attending classes, thinking that

they would be here to party or
study again next year.
But some students were conce rned. They were concerned with
the possible increases in tuition,
decreases in financial aid, and the
fact that 10 percent of their fellow
students may not be able to afford
to return to Kean next year.
This concern was not only felt
by Kean students but by any students enrolled in state and county
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colleges. These students gathered
in an organized rally at the State
House in Trenton on Friday's to
protest the cause of this concern,
Governor Florio's eight-percent
decrease in state-funding for all
state colleges. A decrease that would
stimulate a rise in tuition would be
a rise students could not afford to
pay.
The students gathered with their
main demands-the enactment of
a tuition freeze· for all schools;
more state funding for higheredu-·
cation; and the passage of a student's rights bill.
For the past two months the
National Student Affairs (N.S.A.)
committee of Kean College has
been informing students this crisis
and mobilizing for this rally. N.S.A.
sent a busload of Kean students to
Trenton and was met by more than
300 fellow students from neighboring colleges.
Nicola Reid, an N.S.A. member, explained why attending the
(Continued on Page 3)

By Lynda Siegel
veterans, both of us were denied
A Veterans Day Ceremony, ou r ri ghts and I hope someday that
commemorating all veterans, part- we wi II be recongized properly by
cularly the POW/MIA's, was held the citizens of this country."
Dr. Michael Helliwell, a Kean
on Monday afternoon, November
12th at the flagpole area adjacent College marketing professor, spoke
to the College Center on campus. on behalf of the Vietnam veterans.
Leading the ceremony with the He pointed out that Kean College
Pledge of Allegiance was 10 year was the first state college to fly the
old Meghan Wood, daughter of black flags commemorating the
Dan Wood, who is the State Chair- veterans.
man of the National Forget Me
The last of the speakers was
Nots Council.
Dan Wood, the Chairman of the
The master of ceremony was National Forget Me Nots Council,
James Jandrowitz, the assistant Dean a Kean College graduate, and a
of Liberal Arts. In his opening Vietnam vet~ran . He talked about
comments he stated the impor- the POW/MIA's from all the wars;
tance of "setting aside this day to 78,000 people are still missing
pause and reflect and honor those - from WWII, 7,800 are missing from
who have served and sacrificed for Korea and there are at least 200
this country, and not merely an Americans still being held against
occasion for mattress and elec- their will in Vietnam.
tronic sales." Following the speeches given
Next to speak was Dr. Sol by these men, a POW/MIA flag
Schwartz, a drafted combat vet- was donated to Kean College by
eran of WWII and a Kean College the Vietnam Veterans of America,
psychology professor. He remarked Local #151, Bayonne, N.J., all the
about the realities and casualties speakers helped in the raising of
of war." I did see combat, not like the flag.
in the movies, no movie could
Janine McGoldrick, 20, a Kean
ever capture that feeling of being College communications major and
caught out in the open, machine the director of National Student
gun fire raking inches above your Affairs, is trying to start a chapter
head and wondering, will I live in at Kean acknowledging the veterthe next second."
ans. "How can we support our
Representing the Korean War soldiers in the Middle East if we
veterans were Mr. Patrick Rooney, can't even support the one's from
a foreman here in our mainte- our other wars" declared Janine.
nance department and Mr. Bob
On a cold and windy Veterans
Wacker, the State commander of Day, there was a general feeling of
the Korean War Veterans Associa- hope as the solemn crowd detion. Mr. Wacker Stated that there parted from the area listening to
are POW's from WWI I, Korea, and Paul Laykowski, a Kean College
Vietnam still unaccounted for. The music major, play the trumpet in a
State Commander also showed song for our veterans.
concern for the treatment of the
Ko;ean and Vietnam veterans." We
(Photo on Page 3)
~re the father's of the Vietnam
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Campus Calendar

The Freshman Center

What's Going On.·..
Friday, November 16, 1990

8pm
6 - llpm

Romeo & Juliet
C.P.T.S.

Wilkins Theatre
Rm. B

Sa~urday, November 17, 1990

8pm

Romeo & Juliet

Wilkins Theatre

Sunday, November 18, 1990

3pm
6- 8pm
8- lOpm
7 - 11 pm

Romeo & Juliet
Mass-Cath. Stud Org.
lambda Theta Phi
Lambda Theta Alpha

Wilkins Theatre
Alumni lounge

Rm.A
Rm. B

Monday, November 19, 1990

7- llpm
9-llpm

Rho Theta Tau
Kappa Delta Tau

Rm.A
Rm. B

Tuesday, November 20, 1990

12 - 3pm
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm

1 :40 - 3:00pm

7 - llpm

7:30 - 11 pm

7 - 11 pm

7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10;1 0pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm

1:40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:Q5pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
, :40 - 3:0Spm

1:40 - 3:05pm

I.S.A.
Omega Sigma Psi
Sigma Beta Tau
Accounting Society
Nu Sigma Phi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Theta Chi
Zeta Delta Pi
Delta Sigma Pi
thess Club
H.A.S.
Me morabil ia
Day Care Center
I.V.C.F.
I.S.A.

A.C.M.
E.E.O.

Zionist Assoc

c.c.c.

D.E.C.A.
Pre-Law Club
Gay People at Kean
Pakistani Club

Filipino Culture Club

D.R. 2&3
D. R. 2
D.R. 3
Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Rm.A
Rm. B
V.E.-113
T-211
T-207
J-1 00, 140
J-137
CSS-108
J-132
J-203
T-212
J-134, 135, 136,
139, 142, 143,
145, 304, T-208, ,
216
J-301
J-204A
J-131
J-133
V.E.-113
J-336

B-109

Wednesday, November 21, 1990

3- 5pm
7 - 11 pm
6 - 10pm
7 - 11 pm
7-llpm
7 - 11pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
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Focus On Freshmen
You're running late for school
when UncleChuckcornersyou in
the kitchen.
'Where are you going in such a
hurry this time?
"I'm on my way to Kean I Where
else would I be going, Uncle
Chuck?" You don't need a lengthy
conversation, but you know you're
in for one anyway.
"I really shouldn't tell you this,".
says Uncle Chuck, pulling you
across the kitchen into the living
room and onto the love seat. "But
I've been, I guess you could say,
eavesdropping on your phone calls,
and I've heard you making plans.
The other night you told me you
were going to the library, but my
tape of your phone conversation
that evening contains nothing of
the kindl You planned to meet
some guy named Johnny down at
'Heartbreakers '?"
Your jaw drops. "Wait a minute. You tape my phone conversations? You do know that it's against
the law to do that?"
"I'm your Uncle. I have to make
sure you're not doing anything that
might get you into trouble. I'm
concerned aboutyoursafety,"says
Uncle Chuck, pulling out a panel
in the wall that reveals an elaborate surveillance system. He smiles,
"I'm getting hidden cameras fo r
my birthday."
Okay. Fine. You knew he was
paranoid; now you know he' s
psychotic. You look at the clock
and realize you're late for your
first class. You decide to try to
make sense out of Uncle Chuck. ·
"Uncle Chuck, why do you insist
on monitoring every move the
family makes?"
"It's not really the family I'm
interested in; it's youl" his eyes
light up.

World Games are taking place."
'Why are you telling me this?"
says Uncle Chuck, with suspicion
on his breath.
'Well, seeing as how you're so
interested in observing behavior,
not to mention your interest in
world affairs, I figured you might
want to take the ride down to Kean
with me and either play in or observe the World Games.• Immediately after your last word you realize you just invited Uncle Chuck
down to Kean College. Why, you
ask yourself. And then Uncle Chuck
responds.
"You want to bring me to Kean.
Sounds great, tell me more about
these World Gamesl"
"You stand around on a map for
three hours until they tell you to go
home,• you say, trying to make it
sound like the worst, most boring
thing imaginable, in hopes that
Uncle Chuck will stay home. He
doesn't take the bait.
''There's more to it than that.
I'm not as dumb as I look."
No comment.
''Okay, Uncle Chuck, the World
Games takes place on the World's
largest most accurate map - about
the size of a basketball court..Playe rs confront a variety of world
problems that can be solved through
mutual coope ration . You make all
kinds of de als w ith environme nta l
groups, multi-national corporations
and the media who report your
negotiations."
Uncle Chuck's eyes beam. ''Th is
sounds complex. Do they need a
miltary commander?"
"The game is about communicating and working together, not
about working against each other.
The objective is to increase literacyofworld problems and options
by giving participants a global
perspective and knowledge about

, I'm the one who should be
poaranoid, you think to yourself.
"You know today, November 15th

world isaues such as hunger, energy, pcpulation, i:-uclear war,

from 1 :30 - 4:30 pm in Downs
Hall, Dining Rooms 1 and 2, the

education, economics resources
and technology as well as about

H.O.P.E.
Nu Delta Pi
I.S.A.
Sigma Beta Chi
Rho Sigma Chi
Alpha Theta Pi
Chess Club
Lambda Theta Alpha
I.V.C.F.
E.E.O.

Grill Room
D.R.2
D.R. 3
Alumni lounge
Rm.A
Rm. B
T-207
J-203
J-132
J-137, 138, 203,
T-216
Pre-Law Club
J-133
K.C. For Life
J-139
Kean College Gospel Choir
V.E.-113
Lambda Tau Omega
J-304
P.R.O.U.D.
J-140

THEPUB

Friday, November 23, 1990

Nothing Scheduled - Thanksgiving Recess
Saturday, November 24, 1990

Nothirig Scheduled - Thanksgiving Recess

6- 8pm
12 - 5pm
7 - 11 pm

Mass-Cath . Stud. Org.
Delta Sigma Theta
Zeta Phi Beta

Wed, Nov 28
Alumni lounge
Rm.A
Rm.A

7:30 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
9 - 11 pm
8- 9:30pm

Delta Sigma Theta
Rho Theta Tau
Kappa Delta Tau
Campus Advance

D.R. 3
Alumni lounge
Rm.A
Rm. B

6 - 9pm
7:30 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm

Omega Si gma Psi
Sigma Theta Chi
Pan-Hellenic Council
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Ph i
Zeta Delta Pi
Sigma Beta Tau
Delta Sigma Pi
Chess Club

CASH PRIZES FOR BEST
DRESS & DANCER
$2 AT THE DOOR

Tuesday, November 27, 1990
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm

8:30 - ?
"MERENGUE AND SALSA"

Monday, November 26, 1990

D.R. 2
D.R. 3
Alumni Lounge
Rm. A
Rm. B
V.E.-113
V.E.-310
T-211
T-207

lip Of The Weelc Attend Romeo
and Juliet at Wilkings Theatre
November 14-1 7 8:00 pm and
November 18 at l pm and Rabbi

Israel Meir Lau's "Discussion on
the Holocaust" on November 20th
at 7:40 pm in Wilkins Theatre.

~

SPECIAL DJ. "TITO"

Thursday, November 22, 1990 THANKSGIVING

Sunday, November 25, 1990

geography, pol itical interconnections, history and cultures, peace
studies, current events, alternative
J utures and what the individual .
can do to make a difference."
"I don't get to be military commander, do I?" says Uncle Chuck,
a slight tear falling from his eye.
"Sorry, Uncle Chuck. But you
could still play."
"But I didn't sign up."
"You don't sign up; you show
up. Just come with me to Downs
Hall, Dining Rooms 1 and 2. As
long as we get there by 1 :30 and
agee to stay for the entire time,
4:30, we can play."
UncleChuckdoesn'tmove. He
stares at his shoes.
"Uncle Chuck, I don't mean to
rush you, but if we're going to
play, we've got to get there on
time."
"Uncle Chuck looks up. 'Who's
going to guard the house?"
"Guard the house? I'm sure it
wi II sti 11 be here when we get
back."
"You don't re a lize this. When
you and you r parents le ave in the
morning, I watch the house. I guard
it from invaders."
This makes rational sense to
Uncle Chuck, you realize, so yo u
refrain from making sarcastic
remarks. Besi de s, you should be
relieved that he isn't going to come.
· But someth ing disturbs you. His
paranoia is very real to him. You
imagine that paranoia on a world
scale, and it scares you. You know
World Peace is important.. You
get in your car for the World Games,
where you hope to gain a better
understanding of the world's problems.

21 TO DRINK
I.D. REQUIRED
ALL AGES WELCOME
P.S. DRESS TO IMPRESS!
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F acuity Spotlight:
Barbara Wheeler
By Rory Costello
A friend
is one who
knows you
as you are
understands
where you've been
accepts who
you've become
and still gently
invites you
to grow.
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In Dr. Wheeler's office a part of
her wal I is covered with awards
which are a testimony to her dedication and hard work. One of the
major awards she has is the Mortar
Board Award for Teaching Excellence, received by her in 1981 and
1982. She was also listed in Who's
Who's Among Black Americans
from 1981 -1983 and was Phi Kappa
Phi at Maryland in 1966.

Possibly the most impressive
This poem, hanging on the open accomplishment of all was her
door to Dr. Barbara Wheeler's role as one of the founders of the
,office, is truly a clear representa- African Heritage Studies Association of what people think of this tion which deals with bringing the .
person who has spent the last field of Africana Studies to the
twenty-two years teaching and college-level. Dr. Wheeler has also
motivating college-level students. produced a film, Mrs. Dubois Visits
A graduate of Maryland and Co- the U.S.A.: A Heritage Returns,
lumbia, she is the founder and and in 1972 publ ished her book
director of the African Studies Human Uses of the University:
program here at Kean.
Planning a University Curriculum
The main focus of the African in Urban and Ethnic Affairs.
studies program can be viewed as
As if being Director of African
a form and process of education Studies and an Associate professor
which focuses on past, present and
of anthropology were not enough,
future people of African descent
Dr. Wheeler enjoys other roles at
throughout the world. This proKean. She advises students in Afrigram with itsAfro-centric perspec- can Studies, the Black Student
tive uses a multi -disciplinary apUnion, and the International Stuproach when teaching African
dents Association. She emphasized
studies. The studies program marks during her interview that her main
its fourth anniversary during the
role is to cultivate, motivate and
month of November with a celehelp students adoptto the learning
bration which includes speeches,
process.
plays, concerts, and luncheons.
Despite the awards and comThe celebration dates are November 11, 12, 13, 15 and 29;formore munity involvement here at Kean,
information on the times of the Dr. Wheeler still feels there is more
remaining events pick up a pro- to accomplish. She describes her
gram in the Africana Studies office future plans for the Africana studies program as her "sacred misin Room 302 of Hutchinson.
Before starting the Africana sion." The African Studies program
Studies program in 1987, Dr. as it stands right now is a collateral
Wheeler spent seven years in South program. It's function primarily
Florida University as an associate supplements existing major and
professor of Anthropology and then minor programs. Any student with
an interest in African heritage
served as the Dean of Arts and
, sc:rerrces at Hfffsbdrough Commu- •upplefflllHlb hi• or her major pronity Co\\ege. But this basic infor- grams by simply signing up for the
mation only begins tote\\ the story myriad of courses available from
of an outstanding reaching career African Studies. But for Dr. Wheeler
which has spanned four decades the goal is not simply for African
and has seen the Winning of fel- Studies to stay a "program• but to
lowships and awards for teaching become a department. With the
initiation of an African Studies
excellence.
Department students will be able
Dr. Wheeler received her B.A. to receive a degree in this area,
from the University of Maryland in much as in English or Manage1965, where she not only gradu- ment Science. This would be a
ated cum laude but also spent three major stepping stone for the field
years studying in Munich, West of African Studies as well as inGermany. From there, Dr. Wheeler creasing the diversity of possible
completed her graduate studies at majors here at Kean.
Columbia University, where she
The breadth of Dr. Wheeler's
received her M.A. in International knowledge does not only revolve
and Public Affairs in 1967. In 1980, around African studies. She has
she topped off her impressive traveled extensively around the
education background by earning
world having been to thirty-eight
an Ed.D. at Columbia University
.foreign countries. It is this travel
Teacher's College.

When asked if she wished to
convey a message or expound upon
some other topic Dr. Wheeler spoke
like the true community-oriented
she is. The following quote gives a
perfect view of what Dr. Wheeler
represents--and personifies.
"Somehow, as we approach the
21st century, we are going to have
to figure out a way to educate our
youth as they wi II be the leaders of
the next century. We need to provide them with the skills, the knowl11 edge, and the self-confidence to
assume those leaderhship roles
.,. necessary; notonlyforthesurvival
f of, but development of increas~ ingly small world . We must find a
1[ way to teach our kids to live toa: gether ."
·
!anguages such as German, SwaRemarkable words from a rehili and Spanish.
markable person.

~

experience and her zest for knowledge which has made her fluent in

Gomez Visits Fresh Seminar

On Wednesday, November 7, 1990 President Gomez visited the Freshman Seminar class section 15
where she discussed the issues and concerns surrounding the Freshman students. lnstructo Julia Carlyon and
P'7r liason Alexis Chung felt that this opportunity for the Freshman students to meet President Gomez was
informative and successful.
·
,,,,_ by N1a>le o.1un
By Nicola Reed
ber 3rd, and Bonnie Porter ex- programming. Liz Haws, and R.A.
On October 25, 1990 Dr. plained KC Jam, and asked if any- in Sozio Hall, questions Residents
Gomez graciously hosted a rap one had went on the tours when AssistantscomP4!lnsation,andhow
session spon!IOred by the New
Student tommittee and funded by

they visited Kean.
After the announcements were

•Kean's R.,.,..'s a~e the \owe!«. pa\d
R.A. 's in· the stateJ• Haws also

Student Org. Inc. at her house.
Twenty-five freshman, and a few
upperclassman and faculty members attended the rap session that
evening. After a casual Italian
dinner, the topics brought up at
the dinner table were carried
through to the living room where
an informal discussion developed.
Many issues were brought to
Dr. Go~•s attent(on, from_campus police to Residents ss1stants
compensation. The discussion
began with everyone introducing
themselves,andtellingwhatclubs_
they are involved in, and where
they reside from. The students then
were made aware of upcoming
events on campus, such as Decemberfest, to be held on Decem-

completed, Joyce Donohue, Nicole DeJura, and Mark Vetrini,
executive members of H.O.P.E.
brought up the issues of chemical
dumping in the little creek that
runs through campus, and garbage
cans that would be specifically
used for recycling glass and aluminum. Dr. Gomez expressed her
concerns about these issues and
gave her full support of the group
and it's activities.
Dave Ellis, Junior Class President/D.J., discussed the radio station on campus, and the lack of
student listeners, and stringent
-

stated the •Residents Hall Directors were made full-time professionals and R.A.'s were over
looked." Other issues that ~ere
· brought to Dr. Gomez's attention,
were campus security, renovation
ofthenewCollegeCenter,andthe
missing American Flag dedicated
to the men and woman who died
in Vietnam.
• The turn out for the rap session
was tremendous, and Dr. Gomez
was a pleasant hostess. The rap
session overall, was a success, and
anenjoyableeveningwashadbuy
all.

---Veterans Honored At Kean - - -
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Rally

(Continued from Page 1)

rally was important.
"As a member of N.S.A. and
more importantly as a student, I
felt this was an important issue
that effects me directly. I wanted
to show my concern and join with
other students in protesting Florio's budget cuts," Reid said. And
protest they did.
In Trenton the students, carrying many colorful signs stating,
"Cutting Education is cutting our
future?" and "You can't get blod
from a stone," spoke out against
the proposed budget plan. Student
leaders from schools like Rutgers,
William Paterson, Glassboro, and
New Jersey Institute of Technology gave speeches explaining how
these cuts will not only hurt their
students but students all across the
state.
Democracy was "taken to the
streets" as the students marched
down State Street, chanting "we
won't let tuition, no more compromise" and They say; cut back. We
say fight back." Their message was
certainly made clear.
During the rally the Kean students who attended, voiced their
opinions about the demonstration
and the poor support given by
Kean students.

"The reason a lot of people attend a state college is because they
receive a quality education at an
affordable price. Students do not
realize that they have a say in !heir
education, and if they don't come
out and support their school they
won't have one to come back to,"
one protester said.
Mark Vetrini, Managing Editor
of the Independent, also commented on the lack of Kean support. "Apathy at Kean is pathetic,"
he stated. "Students should wake
up and take part in what is happen ing on campus in their state."
Junior Class President, David
Ellis, said that "the rally was very
effective." There was a resurgence
of student activism evident in the
30's and 60's. Unfortunately, the
student body at Kean has not
reached the level of activism other
colleges have. We hope to take the
experience we had in Trenton and
use that energy created there to
better Kean College internally
through organizations like N.S.A.
and externally throughout the student body.
The rally was a great success in
expressing student concerns to our
government and proving that by
coming together in numbers and
supporting each other, we the students can make a change.
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Commentary
Keen o/n. Kean

.

.

..

ByMannyCantor

Students Should Seek The Source Of Their Woes
A Kean College contingent took
part in the student protest in Tren- •
ton Friday against increases in
tuition. They also pressed demands
for a student rights bill and for
student representation on the State
Board of Higher Education. This
kind of student involvement is all
to the good, in my opinion. It
provides some hands-on expe rience in the process of democratic
government. It has a potential for a
permanent state-wide force to
coutnerthe influence of other, less
altruistic lobbies in Trenton.
Understandably, Governor
Florio and the current Legislature
were the targets forth is action. But
how many of the protesting students know the true source not
only of the problem of college
tuition increases, but of many other
financial problems they face today
and in the future?
My thoughts turn back to 1 982.
There was on campus a small, but

very aggressive group of ultraconservative Young Republicans.
They were ardent supporte rs of
Ronald Reagan and Reagonomics,
supremely confidentthey were the
wave of the future in American
politics. They were most uncomfortable with my vigorous and frequent criticism of Reagan an~ his
policies. For a while we debated
in the columns of THE INDEPENDENT. They were most disdainful of
my predictions that they and the ir
children would pay through the
noseforthefollies of their idol and
his ideologues.
.
George Bush, contending for
the Republican nomin~tion in 1980,
had correctly characterized Reagonomics as "voodoo economics."
But ambition obviously was stronger
then sound judgment. Most important, the American voters, in
the majority, were buying the soft
soap - if the righ get richer the
benefits would trickle down to all

of us.
"The 1980s were a second
Gilded Age, in which many Americans made and spent money abundantly. Yet as the decade ended,
too many stretch limousines, too
many enormous incomes and too
much high fashion foreshadowed
a significant shift of mood . A new
plutocracy - some critics were even
using the word oligarchy - had
created a new target for popu Iist
reaction. A small but significant
minority of American liberals had
begun to agitate the economy's
loser-minorities, young men, female heads of households, farmers, steelworkers and others. Television audiences were losing their
early-eighties fascination with the
rich. And many concervatives,
including President Bush himself,
were becoming defensive about
great wealth, wanton moneymaking and greed."
The paragraph above is from

,,
''Extra, Extra ...

the Introduction to a new book
entitled "The Politics of Rich and
Poor."Theauthor is Kevin Phillips.
You should know that Kevin Philips was chief political analyst for
the 1968 Republican Presidential
campaign. His book ''The Emerging Republican Majority• (1969)
was regarded as the political bible
of the Nixon and post-Nixon era.
In his current best-seller Phill ips
tells it like it was and is. I'm not too
far into it, but I already feel secure
to recommend it if you are seeking
the source of our present woes of
deficits, taxes and prices. Very likely
we wi II be talking some more about
these problems and about the book.
My pre-election commentary
last week was way off in the prediction that Bill Bradley would be
a shoo-in.• I underestimated three
key factors; 1) the degree to which
the public anger directed at Florio
would register in the voting booth,

The Gulf Crisis As We See It
We would like your urgent attention to 2 aspects of the Gulf
crisis.
The tragic predicament of
numerous innocent people, women
and children sick and old included,
being prevented from leaving the
Gulf, unable to join their loved
ones in their native countries.
We are referring to the thousands of Saddam's "guests", westerners mainly American, British.
They are being "used" as human
shields because Saddam is scared
of military attack by the Bush organized "UN " deployme nt.

news parceled out in briefc, color- are gone forever and in this shuffle
ful nuggets, behold U.S.A. Today. of. change The News may fall by
Th is is a newspaper story about An example o( fast-food journal- the wayside.
I grew up with The Daily News.
newspapers. Those lively bundles ism, this is derisively labelled
that inform, provoke and titillate. "MacPaper.•
While today I'm a devout New
Our good friends, whose daily
And of course one sti 11 has to York Times man (call me an elitist
words so comfortably merge w ith squeez in the time to read Kean 's if you'd like), The News was the
early morning coffee. Sports scores own sprightly offspring, Independ- paper my fa the r so often had me
and horoscopes, politics and pl ane ent. If only to check for your own fetch. "Bring home the right one,"
crashes, the world laid out in crisp, name in the coquettish listings of he would tell me. ''The pa per w ith
uniform columns of journ alistic the personal page.
the little picture of a camera on the
savvy. Well one of our newspatop
front page."
So the competition for readers
The Daily News has never forpers is hurti ng. The Daily News is is cutthroat. Adve rtising reve nues
embroiled in an internal strife that are down, while market sh..res are gotten its roots. It's a liberal voice
We are also referrins to the
may u\\ima\e\y doom \he paper.
for the common Joke. An honest hundreds of thousands of
forever
shrinking.
In
this
fast-paced
For this I'm sad.
mouthpiece that the working man Egyptgians, Pakistanis, Indians,
You see, I'm nothing less than a society, many folks find it difficult can relate to. For The News to die
Filipinos, ...who are "guests" in the
to
set
aside
time
for
a
newspaper.
newspaper junkie. I can't get enough
The fact is that the majority of would be a tragedy. In its wake we Jordanian desert. It has been reof the inky sheets. And in the
would be left with a single tabloid, ported there are over 200,000 such
metropolitan area there is an ample people get their news from a series The Post. Heaven forbid. As rags "guests" in desert camps. They were
stock of my narcotic. The choices of talking heads on the local tele- go, The Post sei:s the standarcf. "forced" to leave Kuwa it and Iraq,
are many. Locally, the right wing vision networks. Watching is eas- Headlines like: BRONX NUN not by Saddam, but by the BushStar Ledger offers a state-wide view ier than reading. Besides, televi- CASTRATES SON are not my cup UN blockade on Iraq, leaving the
of New Jersey. More parochial sion offers up live pictures of murder of tea. This may be entertainment,
inhabitants to "feel the pains" (in
events are found in Bergen County's and gore, interviews with big- but it's not journalism. All The
Bush words) of deprivation of food,
Record and Union County's Daily breasted sex starlets, plus brain- Post does is drag the fourth estate
milk ;,nd medical supplies. These
Journal. The latter paper is heavy less clowns masquerading as through a sewer of sensational ism.
200,000 thousand were forced to•
on crime stories, and the place I weathermen. How can newspaUltimately ital I comes down to be "guests" in the desert for lack of
look to see if anyone I know has per possibly compete?
dollars and cents. What doesn't in
transportation. We must point out
died or been arrested.
Therefore newspapers are forced life? Turn a profit, or else. But can
Then there are the New York into cost cutting measures, and a price tag reaklly be put on the that these desert "guests" have all
been victimized by the Operation
papers. For brill iant writing, we labor unions become the likely head of a cultural icon? The plight
• Bush Desert Shield to paralyze
have dignified New York Times. targets. This is where The Daily of The Daily News is just a small
Saddam. Since war is not on yet,
Tabloids include the aforeme n- News comes in . The driver's un- part of the whole. Life will go on
we
think the people of the United
tioned Daily News and its squab- ion went out on strike and now risk regardless, except people will
States are duty bound to their sense
bling sister The Post. A formidable the loss of their jobs. It's a situation become less and less informed. I
newcomer to the newspaper wars of belt-tighte ning by management. can pi cture a fu ture where the of justice to pressure the Bush
organizers of this Desert Shield to
is New York Newsday.
From what I understand, moderni- newspaper vendors scream: "ExEven a national newspaper has zation has revamped the process tra, Extra, re ad all about it, iII iter- do it right by these victimized
cropped up in recent years. Geared of putting together a paper. Fewer acy rates cl imb to new heights, "guests".
The American mercy missioin
to a clientele who prefer their workers are needed. The old days Extra, Extra ...".
only picked up ''westerners". They
did not pick up the "Asians". Reports of morbidity and mortality of
these 200,000 guests in Jordan have
been conspicuous by their absence
ever since the military Chief of
Staff decided that enough is enough,
and no further media coverage of
the Desert Shield and other associated activities would be allowed.
BATTERY
We hope the US Chief of Staff
in this Operation Desert Shield
will grant us a full account of the
failure to assist in the evacuation
or repatriation of these 200,000
guests to their homelands. These
guests should have been sent home
with some basic allowance, considering they have been victims of
the ci rcumsta nces created by the
desperate confrontation between
Saddam and Bush.
... "Hitler of the Midd le East",
title conferred upon Saddam
Hussein by George Bush when he
de ployed US troops to the Middle
DSR, IN C
East.
1--800--J26--00J7
George Bush was insta ntl y
backed up by Mrs. Thatcher. The

By Rick Donovan
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2) the brief, lack-luster, evasive
Bradley campaign and 3) the
emergence of Christine Whitman
as a gritty, attractive candidate
through whom to express the antiFlorio sentiments. The rest of the
column held up pretty well.
Bernie Sanders did win the
Vermont seat in Congress as an
independent. Lowell Weiker did
win the governor's post in Connecticut, running as an independent. Lawton . Chiles was elected
Governor of Florida even though
his Republican opponent, the incumbnet Bob Martinez outspent
him 2 to 1. Chiles had taken a
remarkable position against special interests and big money by
limiting campaign contributions to
$100, and raising money from
75,000 people. These were hopeful signs, and offered some clues
for future independent political
action.

$

war cries of George Bush and Mrs.
Thatcher have been loud and wide.
They have already begun floating
the ideas of Nuremberg and war
crime trials, to make Saddam pay
war indemnity to countries for
deploying their troops to the Gulf
region, and to station the troops in
Saudi Arabia for years. (Cheney,
US Defence Minister)
W hi le Saddam insists that he
will not surrender to the "Bush/
Thatcher'' terms, Bush and Thatcher
insist that Saddam must surre nder
without any face saving a llowance. By like ning Saddam and Iraq
to Hitler and Germany, perhaps

Bush/Thatcher Co. Ltd has plans
similar to those of Roosevelt,
Churchill arid Stalin Co. Ltd . at
Yalta and Potsdam.
Our memories are sti ll v ivid
over the sum total of the destru'ctive "attainment"ofCommunism +
the joint venture of Roosevelt,
Churchill and Stalin at Yalta and
Potsdam, laying down the plans
for the Cold War, w ith the division
of Europe, division of Germany,
and division of Berlin for over 4
decades. Not just Berlin, not juist
Germany, but the WHOLE
WORLD, has been "rewarded" with
the miserable consequences of the
Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin
Yalta/Potsdam joint venture!!! The
only "winners" of these human
miseries are the arms and military
industries. So, who won World
War II???
- It is our deep conviction that
similar planned divisive and destructive international ventures
should not be repeated. It is up to
the people of the free world to
prohibit their leaders from repeating such foolish mistakes. It is up
to the people of the United States
to stop the Bush administration
from joining Britain in furthering
the problems in the Gulf.
... During recent Republican
political campaigns George Bush
repeatedly encountered protesters
with "No US blood for Arab oil"
slogans. At the top of his voice
George Bush put up a big grin and
yelled back, "it is about naked
aggression of Kuwait. ... •, denying
it is a case of blood for oil, etc etc
But the US troops were not
involved in numerous other localized incursions and invasions, such
as in Tibet and Afghanistan. Military incursion and invasion of Tibet
and Afghanistan more than matched
the aggression of Kuwait. W hy the
entirely different response of th is
US "world policeman"? The protesters are not convinced by Mr.

(Continued on Page 6)
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Editorial
Fall has reached the height of its season, and the trees lining all the roadways display fine coats of technicolor
splendor. The only drawback to this
change is that it has accompanied some
unusually cold weather, limiting our
ability to fully appreciate the view. It is
at this time of the year we celebrate
Thanksgiving. Most families will gather
around the dining room table and pro- ceed to carve the traditional turkey,
which is the focus of the traditional feast
on this day. After the big meal the bloated
family will waddle their way to the
living room to plant themselves before
the television to see the big parade in
New York, then the football games which
dominate the airwaves for the rest of the
afternoon.
What Americans should be reminded
of is the real reason for this holiday, not
that it's just another excuse for the banks
to be closed. The first celebrated Thanksgiving Day actually lasted for three days.
It began on July 30, 1623, a feast called
by William Bradford, governor of Massachusetts, to celebrate the successful
corn harvest in the summer following a
severe winter which claimed the lives
of almost half of the colonists at Ply-

mouth. To aid in the celebration, the
native Indians brought wild turkeys and
deer meat. Combined with the fowl,
fish, and vegetables the colonists were
able to provide, it made for a very hearty
feast. Being that the colonists were very
religious, the day was also dedicated to
thanking God, hence the 'thanks' in
Thanksgiving.
It was a simpler time of peace and
prosperity, so very different from the
hectic rigors of today's society. Yet this
year can stil I be a time of giving thanks.
Thanks for those me~berof your family
who are able to be with you on this
holiday. Thanks for the food which
adorns the table and fills_your belly.
Thanks for the soldiers who have defended and who continue to defend the
freedom in which we celebrate this day.
The reasons for giving thanks are as
different and diverse as the times in
which they are being given. That still
makes this holiday appropriate, while
still being uniquely American. Enjoy
this time with your families, remember
to acknowledge that for which you give
thanks, and remember, when betting on
football games, there is no such thing as
a sure thing. HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
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Letters

Phi's Book Buy
Dear Editor:
years. This service is a used book
In the lndependent's 10/18 exchange. Nu Sigma Phi sells stuedition a frustrated student named dents books for them at their prices.
Michael Gibbons voiced his opin- The idea is to get more money for
ion about the Barnes and Noble · your books rather than selling them
Bookstore. He was angry with the back to the bookstore for a few
expensive prices of books. This dollars. Most of the books are set
opinion is shared by all Kean Col- at affordable prices and are cheaper
lege Students. I have an excellent than the used books for sale at the
alternative for students.
bookstore. Basically, we are midMy fraternity Nu Sigma Phi has dlemen for students to sel I and buy
been providing a valuable service books from other students.
for Kean Students the last fourteen
The book exchange is Nu Sigma

Phi's biggest service project of the
year and it is totally non-profit.
Books that are not sold are given
back to the owners with the option
to donate them to charity.
The book exchange is located
at the Grill Room in the College
Center. You find us there in the
first 2 1/2 weeks of each semester.

John Swykowski
Vice President
Nu Sigma Phi

"University Racism"
Dear Editor:
This letter is in reference to a
movie I watched in my Freshmen
Seminar class on "University Racism.•
The evi Is of racism are synonymous to the ignorance of the people
who advocate it. We all belong to
one race, which is the human race.
Nevertheless, many people tend

Sleeping
President
Dear Editor:
When will the President wake
up to reality? He continues to
purchase another unneeded nuclear weapon system of mass destruction, the B-Z Stealth bomber,
at a final cost of more than $800
million per plane. Meanwhile across
the nation and the world, people

are dying in a ravaging AIDS epidemic. Surely by cancelling the 82, S.D.I. and other nuclearweapon
systems enough money wou Id be
freed to find cures for AIDS, IJlOSt
cancer and probably feed and
shelter the homeless, and still go a
long way toward balancing the

to consider their own appearance
and behavior as normal and therefore desirable. They may distr1,1st
or fear people who look or act
differently. When the differences
are obvious such as skin color or
religious worship, the distrust
becomes even greater. Th us many
people consider that people who
are different than their own are
inferior.
Institutional racism may or may
not have been intentionally set up
to practice discrimination. Regard- .
less, it has produced harmful results. This led to our class discussion if colleges should set aside
special requirements for minoirities. My respone was yes, because

the minorities has not been given
the same opportunities as those
who are well off. Thus colleges
should not blindly select minority
students on the basis of their color,
sex, or creed, but on their academic abilities to perform well in
college and utimately become more
productive members of society.
I am proud to be part of the
Kean College community where
the diverse ethnic groups work
together in perfect harmony for a
better tomorrow and where mutual trust and friendship is fostered.

Sincerely,
Ygnacio Abreu

Good Job Campus Cop's
Dear Editor:

appreciated the co-operation and

This letter is regarding a Garba
Festival which was held on Saturday, October 27th, 1990. I, Vijay

the help we received from the
Campus Police. "This was poss\b\e
because of good corrvnunicatian

Verma, and the members of the
Association of Indian Student would
like to thank the Campus Police on
a job well done at the Garba. We

between our group and the Campus Police.

VijayVerma

Wrfters ·must sign letters arid provide a full name and a d-aytime
phone number. Letters must be typed and double-spaced for publicaThe F.D.A. must wake up to
tion. Names cannot be withheld unless the writer demonstrates suffireality also. While people die of
cient reason to do so. The Independent reserves the right to edit for
AIDS here in America, other AIDS
length. Letters should be timely and of general interest. Only original
sufferers elsewhere are being saved
letters addressed to the Independent will be considered. The opinions
with AIDS drugs which the F.D.A.
expressed by letters printed do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
stubbornly delays testing and
approval of (not to mention mak- editors.
ing it illegal to manufacture, pre- Editor In Chief
Managing Editorscribe and possess them.) The F.D.A
Todd
F.
Brugmans
Mark Vetrini
must wake up and cease its antiNews Editor ...................................................... Lamont Rouse
human AIDS policy immediately.
Cultural Editor ................................ Donna Williams-Santiago
The Supreme Court must wake up
Arts & Entertainment Editor .................................. David Ellis
to reality also and recognize that
Arts & Graphics Editor ...................................... Hilliard Davis
the true marriage bond is the strong
Opinion Editor.............................................. Susan Signorella
love and mutual sharing relationSports Editor ...................................................... Joseph Buda
ship bond and not a piece of paSecretary ............................................................ Susan Gross
per. It must recognize this and the
Environmental Editor .......................................... John Murphy
need to grant nothing less than
Photography Editor .......................................... Nicole DeJura
full, human, civil and economic
Busine<"..s Manager ...................................... Lourdes Canizares
rights and privileges, regardless of
Advertising
Manager ...................................... Margaret Zavis
sexual preferences in such relaAsst. News Editors .................................... Howard F. Wingard
tionships.
Steve Marlowe
I urge everyone to wake up the
Asst. Cultural Editor ............................................ Kelly Taylor
President, Supreme Court, F.D.A.
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editors....................Joe Kern
and Congress by sending them
Asst. Environmental Editor .............................. Joyce Donohue
copies of this letter as part of a
Asst. Photography Editor ................................ Rob Hauschild
chain letter to everyone's friends
Circulation Manager ........................................ Nick Calamito
and relatives, so that they may do
Contributing Staff.........................June Gazek, William Stanke,
the same. Let's al I do our part also
John Burkhardt, Manny Cantor, Rick Donovan, George
and make a donation to an AIDS ,
Fernandez,
Rob O 'Connor, Troy Tennard, David Zayas,
charity also.
Dean Smith, Al Ugarte, Sue Bryker
Leonard Defazio Jr.
Published every Thrusday of the academic year. Deadline for
· material is 12:00 the Friday prior to publication. All submissions
_become the property of this publication and may not be reprinted
. without the consent of either the author or the Independent.
Mailing address: Independent, Kean College of N.J., Morris
Avenue, Union, N.J. 07083. Office: CC 119 Jn the College

budget

Center.

The Independent is distributed free of char~e at various locations around the campus, however, anyone taking more than five
issues without prior permission from the editorwil I be prosecuted ·
to the full extent of the law.
Office Phone Number: 355-0174, ext. 2339
Funded in part by Stud«;mt O~_a nization, l'lc.
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•-----•Continued•-----------•--------------------------------

Gulf Crisis
citizens see it, is Arab oil. As w e
see it, the hidden truth co uld be
much more sinister. It is no co inciBush. Neither are we.
As wel I as the above observa- . dence that George Bush named
lions, there is the vivid memory Saddam "Hitler of the Middle East"
that the Reagan-Bush Administra- at the very onset.
Students from
tion was supportive of Saddam
Polytech and Baptist College
throughout his other "invasion" c/o Student Union HK
the war on Iran . USA and her allies
supplied Sad dam w ith a rms. To
Polytech Hung Hum Hong Kong
confront Iran, to protect Saddan &
Thomas Chan, Liu Sing Wan,
Co., his ships were al lowed to fl y Warren Hung, Dennis Wong, R.H.
the US fla g. That w as blata nt US Tong, Brian H.K. Kong, Leung Sau
protection of Saddam.
Ming, Ho Yuen Sang, Tsang Chin
The naked truth, as some US Wing

(Continued
,,. from Page 4)

By Donald S. Deane

Imagine, just a few more days
you'll be lounging on a sandy white
beach, in front of the temperate
sea, gazing into the beautiful sunset. As you anticipate a Carribbean
vacation these thoughts travel
through your head hundreds of
times.
The days dwindle down, and
the excitement fills the a ir of the
upcoming vacation, which conta ins nothing but tranquil lagoons,
water sports and most important
total relaxation.
Now it's time to gather your
personal needs and prepare for the
travel. The dusty suitcases are
brought down from the attic and
the packing begins.
The day you have been waiting
for has finally arrived .
You're in the Caribbean at last,
enjoying the days with warmth,
palm trees, and a nice refreshing

Out of the. corner of my eye I
caught a glimpse of something new
written on the bathroom wall. I
always enjoyed read ing fine literature, so I hunted the message down
which w as hidde n deep in the
jungle of graffiti that cove red the
e ntire wall . "NUKE IRAQ," it sai d,
in large, shaky letters. I shook my
head and wondered if there were a
large amount of people in America
that thought as this man did.
Concerning the Middle Eastern
crisis, there seems to be a growing
presentiment among Americans that
war is a necessary, eve n desirable
action. We are assailed constantly
with stories of the atrocities that
Iraqi soldiers are committing upon
the Kuwaiti citizens. Regardless of
whether the stories are true or not,
we now have someone new to
despise. Instead of hating other
Amerrcans, we lower tensions at
home by abhorring Saddam Hussein
and the Iraqi soldiers. It is sad that
it should take something as drastic
as the threat of a war to un ite our
nation.
President Bush stated that we
are now taking the "offensive" in
the Middle Eastern crisis. He said
that even more soldiers will be
sent to Saudia Arabia. Bush refrained from giving out specific
numbers, but according to all
accounts, the troops additions are
massive. When asked whether this
meant that war was inevitable,
Bush answered evasively, saying
that he was not going to rule such
a situation out, but that he hoped it
would not come to pass. He also
state d that the United States main
objective is to free the subjugated
Kuwaiti people. I have difficulty
accepting the sincerity of this state-

Un\\ed Nations.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson deserves

breeze.
The trip has come to an end,
and the plane ride home will, be a

ment, considering that the threatened Saudia Arabia is one of the
world's largest suppliers of crude

everyone's support for his commitment to saving the envi roment.
I urge everyone to clip out this
letter and send copies to scientists,
environmental groups, the E. P.A.,
and to President Bush.
Leonard Defazio, Jr.

long flight.. Once you land you
must go back to your day by day
activities.
Time goes so fast, it seems that
the time you spend planning and
waiting for the vacation is so much
longer then the vacation itself.

A Solution To
A Dangerous
Problem
Dear Editor:
May I offer my solution to the
problem of the dangerously depleted ozone layer.
All
chlorofluorocarbons
(C.F.C.'s) sliould be internationally banned. Then, to repair the
ozone layer, implement the fol lowing method :
First, manufacture liquid ozone
(L.O.Z.). Then, load the L.O.Z.
aboard large military refueling
tanker aircraft. These planes would
then climb to the lower level of the
ozone layer at forty thousand feet.
As they spray the L.O.Z., the strong
upper jet stream winds will carry
the ozone even higher into the
ozone layer. The ozone could be
maintained at its normal level after the initial resto ration project by
a minimal number of annual flights.
However, I estimate the initial ozone
restoration will take from one to
five years and cost between fifty
and seventy million dollars. Since
th is is a global crisis, cost should
be shared by the members of the

The AnticipatiQn
Of A
Vacation
By Lynn Latora
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Meals and Hotel Accommodations.
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Coaching Stall.
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War?

oil.
Saddam Hussein's real intentions towards Saudia Arabia are
equally easy to see. By putting
himself on the Saudia ArabianKuwaiti border, he is in an excelle nt position to seize co ntrol of the
oil resources and put a stranglehold on all o il-depende nt countries. He makes statements such
as, "A war is possible," instead of
saying "i mmine nt." Obvio usly,
neithe r Bush nor Hussein are w illing to be in the perpetrators of anothe r war, but neither are do ing
e no ugh to pu t an end to the crisis.
In effect, both Hussei n and Bush
are adding fuel to the fire, by refusing to negotiate and assuming
hardheaded stances
Could the fear of an economic
de pression also have an impact?
People disagree as to whether or
not we are already in a depression,
but most economists believe that
one is just around the corner. How
could this have an effect on the
Middle Eastern conflict? A society
in a deep economic recession might
view war as the best, and most
easily attained method of correcting such a recession. One must
remember that once you disregard
the loss of human life, war can be
profitabled. Ironically enough, a
war would create jobs and open
many opportunities. Isn't it insane
that a society could gain from human
suffering?
One solution to solving the
problem of a eventual war could
be alternative fuel sources. If our
country, perhaps the entire world,
concentrated on further development of other fuel sources, we
would not be in the situation that
we are in now. We have known for
some time that our supplies of oil
will run out in the early 21st Century if something is not done. What
better incentive do we have than

the possibility of loss of life over
crude oil? Of course, a shift from
oil is easier said than done. Our
society is addicted to fossil fuels, a
sudden shift to an alternate fuel
source would be economically
catastro phic. But, I do not see our
govern me nt maki ng any strives to
beg in even a gradual shift. W hen
wi II it occur to our leaders? A bit of
fo resight o n the part of our government wou ld not be more useful
than at this very moment.
Whe n I talked to men and
women of my age, the greatest fea r
that they spoke of w as the reactivation of the d raft. If a war d id
occur, and it escalated to enormous
proportions, the draft cou Id be put
back into action. Many were uncertain of what they would do.
Some said that they would gladly
go off to fight, while others hoped
that a movement would begin,
similar to the counterculture that
appeared in the 1 960's. I have my
doubts about this. In many ways,
our society is more liberal than it
was in the 60's, in other ways, it is
more suppressed. Erstwhile draftdodgers would not find sanctuary
in Canada this time. looking back
at the Vietnam War, we see that
Vietnam and the Middle East are
radically different. Vietnam was a
very unpopular war, in the Middle
East, almost every major power is
sanctioning the actions that are
being taken. Our g<Nernment would
probably not look as "favorably"
on those who don' t want to participate in a war that would undoubtedly be so popular. I myself,
believe that killing is wrong, no
matter what the circumstances.
Murder cannot be condoned by a
declaration of war. I hope that
others feel as I do.
As a final thought, wouldn't it
be nice if just once, a war was held
and no one came?

Zionist Association Speaks Out
Dear Editor:
I am writing a letter that I'm not
sure you wi II ever read . Due to the
policy of the new administration
of the lndependentJewish students
are apparently not allowed freedom of speech, even to defend
themselves from slander.
In the last issue of the May
Independent, Ted Wallace creator
of the "Der Kampus" cartoon which
so many in the Jewish community
found offensive due to its obvious
attempt to link our college to Nazi
Ge rmany wrote a slanderous, antisemitic letter attacking our group.
Th e letter really de monstrated
the cowardly, deceitful nature of
the "Der Kampus" creator. How
significant that he waited until the
last issue to print his lies so we
would not have the chance to respond.
You are not being allowed to
see the response however. Todd
Brugmans editor of the Independent is refusing to allow any member of ZAK to respond to Wal laces
hate letter. So Jewish students can

be slandered and not be allowed

Mr. Brugmans is aruging that
to respond .
the Wallace letter was published
The logic being given is that it is last semester, thus he has no renot a ban on Jewish students, that sponsibility to publish our letters.
all students are going to be cen- Well, freedom of speech is freesored who tright on this subject. • dom of speech regardless of who
But as it is a Jewish issue and it is the editor of the Independent is
a Jewish group that has been at- from one semester to the next.
One would also think a person
tacked than obviously it would be
Jews who would respond and sq concerned with the evils of disrealistically it is an ban against crimination would be supportive
of a minority group defe nding its
Jews.
I attended a meeting as a ZAK honor.
last, an editors judgement
representative held recently to
decide this issue. It is an outrage cannot be ruled by fear of repristhat there should be a meeting, we ials from those who slander othwere actually having to argue that ers. As I sa id, I don 't even know if
this will pass what is becoming a
we as Jews are entitled to respond
semi-official censorship board of
to anti-semitic attacks. Mr.
Brugmans expressed the bottom the Independent. If it does than I
urge you to put an end to this
line on his decision: He is conoppression and demand a house
cerned that ifwe write a letter, Ted
Wallace will respond. It is of great cleaning of those who wou Id deny
others their most basic rights and
concern that everyone there seemed
so concerned about Ted Wallace integority as a people and organiwho has done so much to hurt our zation.
Larry Fish
community, yet our feelings as
Zionist Association
Jews are considered not even worthy
of Kean College
of honoring our free speech.

Disgusted With Kean

Dear Editor:
Why is it that every week I pick
up the Independent and read whats
going on around and on campus I
feel disgusted? Maybe its the story
of the corruption of a certain professor or the administration's inabilityto inform the student body of
important issues. Or it could be
the campus police stories of how
they handle certain situations that
arise if and when they get there.
Or maybe when a certain college

administrator stands in the way of
a certain student's opportunity. It
could be the poor drainage on
campus, or the insufficient feeparking, the dated library or the
unclean bathrooms. This is only
my first semester here and its a
combination of the above that
makes me ashamed to say I go
here. ls someone in charge? Where
does the money go? I suggest the
president and his V.P. get acquainted with their student body

ancfhave some form of communication with those they govern.
Maybe a column once a week in
your newspaper directly from the
president will keep us informed in
current issues up for consideration, how they are being corrected
and what progress, if any, is being
made. I'm not even sure where
their offices are located. Where do
they park?
·
Ed Chiorazzi
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CULTURAL EVENTS
Tito Puente
Swing to the rhythms of the
legendary L~tin, Jazz musician Tito
Puente on November 29, 1990 at
8:00 pm in the Wilkins Theatre.
Tito began his professional music
career at the young age of 1 5 playing d_rums for a society band in
Miami Beach, Florida. At 16 he
'joined the popular "Noro Morales
Orchestra" as a drummer. His career
was temporarily put on hold while
he served in theservicefor 3 years.
When he was again free to continue his musical career nothing
was going to stop him from reaching the top.
After studying at the Julliard
School of Music and the New York
School of Music he went on to stir
the Latin scene with his rhythmic
compositions and arrangements.
In 1947 he formed his own nine
piece group the "Picadilly Boys".
Together Tito and his orchestra
contributed much to the emergence
of the Latin rhythms iri the Ameri-

can mainstream of entertainment.
Today Tito Puente is accredited
with over 120 recordings by his
orchestra. He has over 400 compositions penned and/or co-written by him. Some of his popular
hits are "Mambo La Rocca", "Babarabaktiri", "Cuba Mambo" and
"Dance Mania". He has also collaborated with many jazz artists
including Cal Tjader, Woody
Herman and Buddy.Morrow and
on a Puente LP titled "Puente Goes
Jazz", he featured the talent of Doc
Severensen.
·
Tito's accomplishments and
great talent have certainly not gone
unnoticed. In 1978 he was nominated for a Grammy Award for his
LP on Tico entitled "La Leyenda" ·
and the following year he won a
Grammy in the Latin category for
his LP "Homenaje a Beny More".
Tickets are now available at the
Box Office (527-231 7) Student
Tickets are $3.00.

Holocaust Lecture
vors in Washington, D.C., when
they shared the stage with President Ronald Regan and Mrs. Regan.
Schacter, the first Jewish chaplain to have entered Buchenwald,
is chairman of the Holocaust
commission of the New York Jewish
Community Relations Council.
Schacter was chairman of the
Conference of Presidents of Major
Jewish Organizations and of the
National Conference of Soviet
Jewish Center, the Brome, N. Y.
Jewry. He was among the first
l"he program, featuring a talk delegation of the Rabbinical Counby Lau on "The Message of the cil of America to visit the Soviet
Holocaust,• is free and open to the Union and Eastern Europe in 1956
pub Iic. It is being sponsored by the and twice thereafter.
Kean College Holocaust Resource
He chaired the Jewish Welfare
Center.
Board's Jewish Chaplain's CounLau, a 37th generation rabbi, cil for the Armed Forces and was
and Schacter last met at the Ameri- president of the National Mizrachi
can Gathering of Holocaust Survi- Religious Zionists of America.
A World War II U.S. Army
Chaplain and the then eight-yearold he pulled from a pile of corpses
at Buchenwald Concentration
Camp in 1945 will share the stage
at 7:40 p.m. Nov. 20 in the Wilkins Theatre at Kean College of New
Jersey.
Today the "child" is chief rabbi
of Tel Aviv, and the Army Chaplain, Rabbi Herschel Schacter, is a
prominent Orthodox leader and
rabbi since 1946 of the Mosholu

Anne Morris Lecture
Ann Morris, an award-winning
educational film maker and author of 21 books for children, has
been appointed writer-in-residence
for 1990-91 in the department of
communication sciences in the

for educational materials and audio,
television and video projects.
Between 1970 and 1981 she
was editiorial director with Scholastic Inc., New York City. Prior to
that, Morris developed educational

received Educational Press Awards
for distinguished achievement in
educational journalism in selected
issues of •Let's Find Out.•
Morris was a teacher of elementary grades in public and pri-

Kean College d New Jersey Sd;IP-ol
of Education.

materi,als and programs for CBS
Educational Services, New York

vate schoo\s between 1951 and

Morris, a New York City (10024)
resident, is the author of When
Will the Fighting Stop?; Hats, Hats,
Hats; Bread, Bread, Bread; Little
Red Riding Hood Rebus Book;
Cinderella Rebus Book; On with
the Show; Delhi Visit; Uzma's Photo
Album; four Eleanora Mousie books
and several others.
' Most recently, she spent six
weeks in the Soviet Union researching and photographing six children's books to be published in
New York and London.
- She also has created several,
film strips and a dozen recordings.
Morris also serves as a consultant

City.
Shewastherecipientofa 195556 Fulbright Grant and the Gold
Award for "Beginning Concepts"
in the 1973 International Film
Festival of New York. She also
received the Learning AV Award
from Learning Magazine for best
films and filmstrips, 1977-78.

a European study-travel program;

Learning Magazine previously
presented her with the same award
in 1976-77 and 1975-76. She received a certificate of merit in
1976 from the Chicago International Film Festival.
In 1977, 1978 and 1980 Morris

1964. She was assistant director of

instructor and supervisor of student teachers at Queens College,
City University of New York.
Also, instructor in the Head Start
Training Program at Teachers
College, Columbia University; and
instructor at the Bank Street College of Education, New Yor.k City.
Morris received both a bachelor of science degree and master of
arts degree from Teachers College
Columbia University. She also
studied supervision and administration and microcomputers in the
classroom.

KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY

HOLOCAUST RESOURCE CENTER
Public Lecture and Forum
An evening with
Rabbi Herschel Schacter

The Legend Of Sleepy Hollow
''The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,"
a play for children featuring music, sets and costumes, will be
presented at 1 :30 p.m. Nov. 25 in
the Wilkins Theatre at Kean College of New Jersey. Admission at
the box office (527-2337) is $5.
The play is an adaptation by
Artreach Touring Theatre of Cincinnati of the Washington Irvington story of lchabokd Crane. Crane
is a foolish, gangling schoolmaster, whose pursuite of Katrina leads
him to a fearsome and goulish
adventure.
ArtReach has been awarded the
Zeta Phi Eta prize by the Children's Theatre Association of

America. Kathryn Schukltz Miller,
the artistic director, was awarded
the Post-Corbett Award for literary
excellence in playwriting, and two
Ohio Arts ·council Playwriting
Fellowships.
ArtReach entertains an audience of about 1 50,000 annually
and has performed in several
prestigous showcases including the
National Showcase at the Kennedy Center in 1988 and the PACT
Showcasde in New York City in
1989.
This is the third in a subscription series of nine Children's Hour
performances at the Wilkins Theatre.

'ieJlt '14114d 11' L'""
Chief Rabbi of Tel Aviv

Holocaust Survivor, Outstanding Orator and Teacher
Rabbi Lau is one of Israel's most effective lecturers at seminars
. in Yad Vashem, as well as in the Ghetto Fighters House, for
American Holocaust scholars a'!d educators.
THEME - The Message of the Holocaust

Tuesday Evening, November 20, 1990
7:40 P.M.
·wilklns Theatre for Performing Arts In Kean College
This is another In the series of outstanding public lectures sponsored by the
Holocaust Resource Center. As In previous years, there Is no entrance fee.
Early arrival Is strongly recommended.
Doo,.. open at 7:00 p.m . It Is recommended that you pork In the area off No?th Avenue.
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The National Forget-Me-Not Association for POW/MIA's Inc. is a non profit organization whose
ultimate purpose Is to create public awareness for the POW/MIA's cause and bring pressure on the
U.S. Government to accept accountablllty for the late of thousands of American Servicement who
never made it home from our miltary conflicts of WWIN--IWII/Korea and Vietnam.

Roo01 Reservations
The Office of Student Activities
will be accepting room reservations for the Spring Semester 1991
beginning Monday, November 26th
at 9 a.m. All interested groups and
academic departments must fill
out all necessary paperwork and
adheretothefollowingguidelines:

Personal lnfonnatlon
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Age

Address _ _ _-'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _....;...;._....,...._ _ _ _ _ . Major _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ GPA _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Tele.# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Family Siie

1. All requests for meeting rooms
must be made at least one week in .
advance.

Current Extra Curricular Activities/Organizational Involvement at Kean _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Current Community Activities/Organizational involvement outside of Kean _ _ _ _ _ __

Any family members who were/are Veterans
yes
no
Specify _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a. Did you know that there are 2,300 American Servicemen currently unaccounted for from the
Vietnam War, 62 lrom New Jersey?
____Yes _ _ _ _ No
0 . II the National Forget-Me-Not Assoc. for POW/MIA's started a campus chapter at Kean
College, would you join it?
____ Yes _ _ _ _ No

a. Would you like to be an officer in such an organization on campus and become actively
Involved in al eadership way, in the POW/MIA's cause? _ _ _ _ Yes _ _ _ _ No
Q. Did you know that the AMA Marketing Club organized a POW/MIA Awareness Day in April
1989 on campos, attend by over 100 students? _ _ _ _ Yes _ _ _ _ No

a. Did you know that Kena College was the first N.J. State College to fly the POW/MIA flag on
campus evePJ day with a ceremony in November, 1989? _ _ _ Yes _ _ _ _ No
Q . If you were asked to show support for the POW/MIA cause, either on or off campus, how
would you get involved?
_ _ attendance at rally
march on Trenton
_ _ letter writing campaign
_ _ march on Washington, D.C.
_ _ volunteer work at local office _ _ llag raising ceremonies
research activities
___ wear POW/MIA pracelets, shirts
other, please specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a. Have you

noticed the POW/MIA flags flying anywhere, on campus of off?
_ _Yes
_ _ _ No
Specify where _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a. Should the U.S. Government do something about bringing these American POW/MIA's Servicemen home for good? _ _ Yes
_ _ _ No
_ _ _Yes

---

ups are due one week prior to
event or a room set up will not be
guaranteed.
5. Additional services (i.e., N
V. equipment, Food Services) are
the responsibility of the individual
group making request. Groups
should contact IRC, 2nd floor

2. All requests for special events
(dances, conferences, cultural
Hutchinson, x2073 for A/V equipprogramming) must be made at
ment; for Food Services, Downs
least three weeks prior to the event
Hall, x2287.
Requests are subject to approval
after consultation with sponsoring
6. All requests for Little Theatre
organization and the Office of must be made with Dave Porter,
Student Activities. Our office reDirector of PAFO.
quires three weeks notice for Cul.
tural or Special Events held in the
7. Faculty and administrative
College Center Cafeteria on Fridepartments coordinating events
days and Saturdays (weekends).
involving outside community parWeekend/Cultural Event appliticipation, must make all arrangcations are available in the Office . ments through the Office of Comof Student Activities and must be munity Services, 2nd floor, Adapproved before the event takes
min. Bldg, x2213.
place.
Any group/club/organization
8. Classrooms for Free Hour
guilty of a NO SHOW after room Tuesdays 1 :40 p.m. - 3 p.m. and
has been scheduled and confirmed Wednesday, 3:05 p.m. -4:20 p.m.
three successive times without as well asJ-100 during these hours
written notification to the Office are scheduled from the Office of
of Student Activities will subse- Student Activities. In the event the
quently lose scheduling privileges.
Registrar's Office allocates some
Police forms and Maintenance Fee 7:40 p.m. rooms for our office to
for parties in the College Center schedule, we shall make them
Cafeteria must be in the Office of available to the community.
Student Activities two weeks prior
to the event or party will be
9. All scheduling is done on a
cancelled. No exceptions will be
Semester Basis only. Please do not
made and this policy will be strictly
send in your requests for rooms
enforced.

Current Employment Experience
_ _FIT _PIT ___J of hours per week
Where _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
What _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a. Can we contact you in the future about the POW/MIA cause?

returned according to above mentioned guidelines.
4. Student Groups and academic
departments requesting spac(;'! on a
weekly basis should submit all
information (dates, times, room
size preference). Diagrams for set

on a yearly basis.
Please note--The

No

3. Room Reservations and Police Forms may be picked up in the
Office of Student Activities and

Please deposit in mailbox of Dr. Michael Halliwell, Associate Professor of Marketing Management
Science Department, Willis Hall 405.

Browsing
Room is no longer available due to
the new location of the Office of
Human Relations.

,
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By David Zayas

"I See Good Spirits" - My Life
With The Thrill Kill Kult "Trust" Chris & Cosey Wax Trax/Nettwerlc
This week I have decided to
review two albums by bands which
I have heard plenty about, but
never got a chance to actually
listen to until now. Neither of these
are the bands latest works, but
they are the two I cou Id get a hold
of, thanks to a wonderful artist
named Jeari, who lent them to me.
First up, "I See Good Spirits";
thedebutalbumfromMy Life With
The Thrill Kill Kult. This trio's album is a dark delight to listen to.
The music is made up of industrial
dance beats, buzzing guitars, movie
samples, and electronic whining
vocals sprinkled with pseudosatanic lyrics. Sort of King Diamond meets _Information Society
meets Skinny Puppy meets Antoine LeVay meets Pet Shop Boys (if
you can imagine this). The result is
an astonishing, banefully groovy
dance funk fest with enough references to satanism, rituals, and cults
to make Jesse Helms, Tipper Gore,

and the other censoring bastards
blue in the face.
Side one begins with the devious instrumental "Heresy", complete with chimes, bongoes, and
whispers. It sounds like it should
belong in the soundtrack to "Conan
the Barbarian" or some medieval
harem movie.
The second song is "X communication" (excommunication? from
a church, maybe). It begins with a
guitar riff and mention of satanic
rituals. It then winds into a funky
dance beat which is hypnotic in
it's tempo. It is an ·excel lent song
with an interesting theme.
Another fascinating song, "Do
You Fear For Your Child?", follows. It too is a dance-scream. It's
best quote is "You lose your soul
and you lose your style". It's pretty
scary.
Next is "Easy Girl" (where?),
which makes good use of a saxophone (or, hey, could that be a
keyboard based sound?) and a few
good samples about religious wars.
It is a simple-beat song, sort of like
a Prince nightmare.
Side one ends with "Universal

Blackness" which proclaims 'My
dear, that is not an act of love!'. It
is an atmospheric song with Middle
Eastern flute (Iraq, perhaps?) and
spoken lyrics.
Side two starts us off with a cute
little dity called "And This Is What
The Devil Does". Actually, it is the
best (and longest) song on the album.
It has a heavy industrial beat, which
brings to mind factory machines
pounding away, and sharp, distorted vocals.
This is followed by "These
Remains" which has a slower, more
sensual tempo and relatively normal(?) vocals. Great backround
music for that strangely intimate
moment. Try it on your next date,
after you show him/her your etchings.
Next is "On The Rack", a furious fast-paced song, great for slamming or just driving really fast. As
the song puts it: ''This won't last
forever!".
The beginning of the last song,
"Gateway To Hell", has a' great
sample in which a tough female

(Continued on Page 10)

Pub Burns With P.O.T.
By Pags
Just when you thought you were night of fun, laughter and dance in for yet another hum-drum Thurs- thanks to the C.C.B.
However, don't unlace those
day night, the College Center Board
transformed the Pub into a fiesta of dancing shoes yet kids, because
epidemic proportions last week tonight should be just as magical
with the sounds of that good-time in the pub with the arrival of Relix
record's own, Solar Circus. Known
band, the Pressures of Time.
P.O.T. gave all they could to a all over the East Coast for their
jam-packed Pub audience last special shakedown records, Solar
Thursday, leaving no frown un- Circus should have no problem
turned. They rocked the house with getting the pub audience-up on it's
a diverse and wel I-orchestrated feet to shake their bones. This is
blend of songs performed with without a doubt a must-see event
excellent craftsmanship and a fire for everyone with a craving for
and drive that is all their own. good times through good song. So,
Much to th~ expectations of the if you plan to have a good time
C.C.B., everyone enjoyed P.O.T. tonight, let the C.C.B. and Solar
greatly last Thursday for their high Circus show you how to do it right.
energy, no-frills brand of rock and The show is at 8:00, admission is
$1.00, and it is an all ages event.
roll.
How do I join this happenin'
Everyone in attendance at the
Pub last Thursday also got to give organization known as the C.C.B.,
theirfunnybonesa workout thanks you ask? just stop by CC-123 on
to the C.C.B.'s very special guests, Tuesdays at 1 :40 (yes, college hour
Lips and Lyrics. The comedy rap - you have no classes) and simply
team, featuring Kean's own Mike join in our quest to party as hard as
Goida and Paul Heinsohn, left humanly possible. Hope to see
everyone in stitches with their you then!
Where is that confounded
unique and hilarious array of rap
originals. All in all, it was truly a bridge?

The Ten Most Overrated Records Of All Time
By Rob O'Connor
I've read enough rock criticism
to know revisionism when I see it.
Go back to original reviews of Led
Zeppelin records and you'll see
that aside from Lester Bangs who
loved their least critically hailed
tendencies that no one liked 'em.
Sure fans bought it up. Still do. But
where magazines used to analyze
and deconstruct the Gods, nowadays you get rationalizations for
theirexistance. Read a recent copy
of Spin if you want to see apologists at their worst. Bob Guccione
Jr. spends too many words legitimizing Bon Jovi, giving him the
sort of respect that Michael Corcoran two years previous in the very
same magazine denied.
Listed below are ten of the most
overrated LPs of all time. They
may n·ot be the worst, but for the
amount of praise, airtime and
worship they receive, they should
be melted. In other words: I HATE
THESE STUPID RECORDS . THEY
MAKE ME ILL THINKING ABOUT
THEM. In fact, I'm running for the
Bismol as I type. (And if you treasure these turds, write an angry
letter to the newspaper. I look forward to hearing form you.)
1) Dark side of the Moon - Pink
Floyd: I knew kids in high school
who bought copies of this record
because it was their "sacred duty"
to keep it on the Billboard Charts.
In 1973 everybody was too stoned
to notice, but it's 1990 and everybody should be out of the coma
long enough to realize there's
nothing going on here.
2) Tommy - The Who: The plot
line is implausible, the music responsible for every bombastic pose
since. No matter what his sexual
preference, Pete Townsend sti II
can't write songs when working
on a big theme. (This holds true for
Who's Next, not Quadrophenia.)
3) Abbey Road - The Beatles:
This band was finished at this point
Side One is a hodgepodge of noodling and direction less songs. Side
Two portends nearly every bad
70s record, with its bland produc-

tion and homogenized melodies.
If the Sex Pistols ever need a rea-

son, it's here.
4) American Beauty - Grateful
Dead: To put it politely, the Rolling Stones at their worst kick out
more jams than these--check for a
pulse-hippies. If it weren't for LSD,
they wouldn't have made it out of
the garage. None of their records
are worth listening to, but this one
contains ''Truckin' "the one floater
that everyone has suffered through
more times than they shou Id have.
Japanese Water Torture would be
more pleasant.
5) Joshua Tree - U2: The Shittah Tree is more like it Bono cannot
sing or write lyrics. His affection
for gothic imagery is only made
worse by the band's grand gestures. Seriousness is for art students, not for rockrollers. Besides,
they do not understand Delta Blues
one iota.
6) Born in the USA - Bruce
Springsteen: Contrived gesture
aside, the music, quite frankly,
sucks. The drum sound is useless
and spawned an entire era of bad
rhythm tracks. The lyrics are corny
and, compared to Nebraska, false.
7) Zoso - Led Zeppelin: "Rock
and Roll" aside, this is awful.
"Stairway to Heaven" is so full of
"cosmic hippy-trippy" lyrics that
no matter how dynamic the music
may be, I can'tgetthrough it minus
puke-bucket. "Going to California" yearns for a fairyland that may
make sense in Robert Plant's mind,
but put it into the air and it dissipates.
8) New York - Lou Reed: He
really can't sing. I've heard all the
modem folk song excuses, but that's
what they are, excuses. Street
Hassle's the last good one, Berlin,
the one before that. He's never
gotten over the Velvet Underground
(White Light/White Heat is also
overrated). And don't believe he's
a poet; he not.
9) Sgt. Pepper - The Beatl~s: It .
may have redefined what a rock
Lp is, but that's form we're talking
about. Contest-wise, the melodies

are by Beatie standards limp and Heart, Bon Jovi, The Alarm, INXS, unconditional support behind Donnie Wahlberg and the New Kids
really the concept is more power- Wire, T. Rex, Hall and Oates.
The Independent puts its 1 00%, on the Diode.
ful than anything that actually
occurs. Rubber Soul is miles ahead
of this one.
10) Appetite for Destruction Guns n Roses: Bad heavy metal is
Are You Interested In Joining APakistani Cultural Club?
one thing, but being the new RollIf you or anyone you know, are interested in joining us. or just getting more
ing Stones is another. Their bad
information. call us at once at the telephone number listed below:
boy image may well be deserved;
Tahir N. Siddiqui - 355-0855
but- I stil l can't li sten to Axl Rose
sing. His overreach for style is only
or 527-2073
matched for the formulaic implications of his band. Besides, the
Rolling Stones wrote their hits faster. \

Hot News

11 ) The Wall - Pink Floyd
12) Steel Wheels - Rolling Stones
13) Centerfield - John Fogerty
14) Remain In Light - Taling
Heads
15) Rumours - Fleetwood Mac
The rest is a list compiled by
Rob O'Connor with major help
from the following: George
Schroepfer, Joe Kern, June Gazek,
Hilliard Davis, Mark Vetrini, Rob
Hauschild & David Ellis: Frank
Zappa, David Bowie, R.E.M.,
Boston, Bob Mould, Beach Boys,
Steve Miller, Lynyrd Skynyrd, ASIA,
Journey,JohnCougarMellenhead,
Billy Idol, Doors, Eagles, Queen,
De La Soul, Foreigner, Elton John,
and living Beatie Meatloaf, Richard Marx, Sting, The Police, Jeff
Lynne, Eric Clapton, Cyndi Lauper, David Byrne, Kurtis Blow, MC
Hammer, 2 Live Crew, Salt-n' Pepa,
Styx, YES, ELP, Chicago, (later)
Alice Cooper, Robert Palmer, Bad
Company, Cars (after 2nd Lp),
Kansas, Deep Purple, (later) Van
Morrison, Janis Joplin, Jacksons,
Faith No More, Pat Benatar, Nice
'n' Smooth, Wham!, Culture Club,
Duran Duran, Elvis Presley, CSN,
(later) KISS, Debbie Harry, Van
Hagar, Generic Heavy Metal--all
the young poodles, Billy Joel,
Madonna--no actress either, Whitney Houston, Tina Turner, Phil
Collins, Tom Petty, Willie Nelson,
Randy Travis, The Kinks, Galaxie
500, Post-Stooges Iggy Pop, Alabama, Doobie Bros, Allman Bros.,

Kean College Theatre Series Presents:

ROMEO

AND
JULIET
By William Shakespeare

November 14 - 17 at 8:00 PM
and
November 18 at 3:00 PM
At Wilkins Theatre

TICKETS: $8.00 G~neral Public
$6.00 Faculty & Alumni
$4.00 Students
For more information call the Box Office at

527-2337
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Factory

1

voice says: "You want danger, huh?
I'll show you what danger is, baby!".
From this point, a screechi.ng guitar blazes away into the best groove
in the album. A perfect grand finale to a great album.
Overall, 11 1See Good Spirits" is
a fine example of the power of industrial music. It is fast and furious
in parts and slow and sleek in
others but all the while retaining
the element of fear and horror
which is the staple of industrial
music. I am reluctant to buy into
their satanist motiff (to me it is all
mock-satanism purely for the shock
value it holds), but their music and
style are good enough to guarantee that I shall further explore My
Life With The Thrill Kill Kult's other
albums such as "Confessions of a
Knife". Thisseemstobethe kind of
music that devil-worshippers listen to on their day off.
Moving completely away from
industrial satanists, is my next
review of' the album "Trust" by
Chris & Cosey.
Chris & Cosey are a male and

(Continued from Page 9)

female duo of former members of
Throbbing Gristle and Psychic TV.
''Trust" suffer from the "Happy?"
syndrome (by P.I.L.), that is an
album that has one great side and
one horrible side. Side one of "Trust"
has a few great dance songs with
an edge of pure sexuality, with
Cosey's soft vocals serving as a
sensual counterpoint to the electronic music. The two best songs
are "Deep Velvet'' and "Rise". These
two songs are amazing and should
satisfy anyone's need for a superior dance sound. Side two quickly
succumbs into a wall of cold, impersonal electronic instrumental
noise. Every song sounds the same
and it becomes boring fast. Chris &
Cosey should add more variety
and vocals to their work. But I
shall listen to their other works
such as ''Take Five" and "Exotica"
before I make a permanent judgement.
A reminder: Don't forget to see
Skinny Puppy livetomorrow, Nov.
16 at the Ritz in N.Y.C. at 10:00
pm.
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WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP
Would you like to be part of a supportive community of women?
If so, please join us!
Come share your thoughts, feelings and concerns. We will
address the struggles and joys of being a woman in todays world,
·as well as our vision of the way we'd like our lives to be.

FAMILY
WORK
STRESS

RELATIONSHIPS
SELF-ESTEEM
SEXUALITY

Day & Time: Tuesdays 3:45 - 4:45
Place: Human Relations & Counseling Center
SA-126 (next to Health Services)
For more information call 527-2082

"Together we can do what we cannot do alone"

Gerda Kline: A True Survivor
By Laura Schragen
Whether your an avid reader or
not, the book All but My Love by
Gerda Kline is a book that should
not be passed up.
Most of us have read about the
Holocaust at some time, and most
of what we read was a tragedy.
This book is different from most
becau.se it is an "Anne Frank story
with a happy ending."
Mrs. Kline was a young Jewish
girl, who did not think of herself as
being different in anyway. Unfortunately for her, shed id not realize
what kind of an impact it had
(being that she was Jewish) would
have on her life.

In September of 1939, her family was moved into a basement
with no heat, water, or any of the

luxuries we take for granted. The friendships were that she devel- who spoke English or German, First, that "We must stand up for
first member of her family that was oped. It amazed her how caring, Kline came forward. Thefirstthing what we believe in and respect the
taken away was her 18 year old loving and strong the people around she told him was that she was • freedom we have." The second
brother, who was moved to a Jewish her were.
Jewish. Much to her surprise, so message is more of an experiment
ghetto. Her father was then taken
Ilda died in Kline's arms at the was the officer. The symbol icturn- that everyone should try. When
on June 28, 1942, and her mother
age of 18 on April 29, 1949. One ing point, that helped her realize you return home, approach your
shortly followed. She has not seen
she was finally free, was when he house as a hungry stranger, see
of the most touching parts of the
any member of her immediate story was how her special friend · opened the door for her. This is a what your home contains and ask
family since.
simple courtesy that every human yourself, "Why am I so lucky?" I
"gave her a Iife. 11 IIda had asked her
being is entitled to.
did this and I grew to appreciate
Kline and a friend she grew up to go on for just one more week.
There are two inspirational what I have and not to dwell on
with, Ilda, became very close. As Sure enough the war ended a
messages that Kline left me with. things I don't have.
the war progressed, Gerda began week later and Kline lived to tell
to realize how special this friend her miraculous story. When she
was.
looks back on her friend, she sees
The most stunning attribute I her alter ego: Her childhood.
found in this woman's sector was
Another happy point to the
she talked about the good she found ending is that she met her husthroughout the war. She helped
me to understand that she did not

band during the war. -He was an
American police officer, who came

only think of how horrible the
Nazi's were, but how beautifu I the

to take her out of the camps, after
the war ended. When he asked
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A Different Kind Of Vacation
By .William Burr
¥any people just want to relax
during their vacation to get away
from the day to day grind either by
sailing in the water surrounding
Bermuda, or a week at Club Med
in Cancun'. There are some people
that need to do something more. I
am talking about those people that
are looking to get away from their
work but need a little bit more
than sitting at home or at some
beach resort. I have the answer!
There are groups that offer you
the chance to do something more
than just sit around on your vacation. You can educate yourself and
have fun all at the same time.
. Some of these groups are: EARTHWATCH, SIERRA CLUB, and the
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY.
This is not for the person who

considers a vacation just a break This is for those who do not want sponsor trips with many professors
and scientists that go to 46 counfrom their job, but for the environ- to leave, but who want to help.
The Sierra Club offers trips within tries and to 27 states. They sponsor
mentalist to the adventurer who
want more than rest and relaxa- the United States which help to to places where there are birds
tion on their vacation. You can clean up the act of those who are that need to be studied and watched.
visit some of the most scenic and not as gracesous. They offer trips Trips vary from Mount Fuji to
beautiful places on this planet. to remote areas where back-pack- Switzerland.
You can be trained in anything
These trips offer a lot of hard work ing and climbing are involved. On
and, in addition, you receive pay- these trips you will help to con- and you may return to the same
ment in ways that only those indi- struct bridges, clean and mark trails, place, year after year, to offer asviduals that participate can ex- and explore rivers. You will get to sistance and to gain knowledge.
plain. The earth will thank you see some of America's most beau- Cost range for these trips is from
with many more years of fertile tifu I parks, like Yosemite in Cali- $800 to $2,000. These trips infornia, or the Grand Canyon. The · clude a portion of the scientist
land, clean air and landscape.
On some of these trips you may trips range in price from $130 to grant, food, lodging, and ground
work with someoftheworld'sbest $255. You can contact them atthis transportation. They can be reached
scientists or maybe a novelist on address: Sierra Club, 730 Polk Street, at: Earthwatch, P.O. Box 403,
sabbatical. You may never know San Fransisco, Ca, 94109; (41 5) Watertown, Ma, 02172; (617) 9268200 .
what extras you may find on these 923-5630.
These are two ci the many groups
Earthwatch is one of the longest
trips. Some of these groups offer
membership with news letters and · running organizations of environ- which offer trips from the low
books written for their members. mental awareness since 1971 . They hundreds to thousands of dollars.

Vegetarianism - The Environmental Argument
By M .J. Stigliano
As citizens of the richest nation
in· the world, our personal consumption, including what we
choose to eat every day, shapes
the entire planet.
Did you know ...
• Primary cause of the green-

house effect: carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels
• Fossil fuels needed to produce a meat-centered diet vs. a
meat-free diet: 50 times more
• Percentage of U.S. topsoil lost
to date: 75
• Percentage of U.S. topsoi I loss

Q +A Column
ney, two main causes for the death
Question by E. Brickell
of dolphins are listed. The first is
What does "dolphin-safe• tuna from habitat destruction. Pollution
mean?
is being recognized as a primary
Answer by Joyce Donohue
cause in the destruction of the
The term "dolphin-safe" can be world's natural resources. (Greenfound on brands of tuna such as, peace, Nov JDec., 1990)
Bumble Bee, StarKist, and Van
Proof of destruction caused by
Camp. The term "dolphin-safe" is pollution was seen in 1987.AttQat
supposed to mean that dolphins time, there was a loss of approxiwere not killed when the tuna was . mately 50 percent of the Atlantic
caught. The problem with the la- dolphin population.
beling of tuna packages is that the
The second cause of death is
company decides which tuna is due to commercial fisheries. Tuna
"dolphin-safe", not the legislature. is money for the fisheries and (like
Dolphins are usually caught by many groups) money is more
driftnets. Driftnest catch everything important than life. The carelessin their path. They stretch for miles ness of these fisherman is destrucand are set up everyday. In addi- tive for many Iife forms.
tion to killing dolphins, many other
What does "DOLPHIN-SAFE"
sea animals are needlessly killed tuna mean? NOT VERY MUCH.
due to the use of driftnets.
The best response which consumIn the article, "Will the Dol- ers can give to tuna companies is
phins Survive?" by Kieran Malva- NOT to buy tuna.

Attention Free1a·nce
Environmentalist
Do you have an environmental Issue you would
llke to see addressed. If
so, submit an artlcle that
Interest you. Send the
article to the Independent
office In the College Center, Attn: John Murphy,
Nlcole DeJura, Joyce
Donohue.

Question and
Answer Column
Have any questions about
our "Mother''? Write to the
"LHe on Earth" Page, Attn:
John Murphy, Nlcole
DeJura, Joyce Donohue.
We wlll answer them In
ourweeklyquestlonsand
answer column.

directly related to live-stock raising: 85
• Number of acres of U.S. forest
cleared for cropland to produce a
meat-centered diet: 260 million
• Area of tropic rainforest consumed in every quarter-pound
hamburger: 55 sq. ft.
• Current rate of species extinction due to destruction of tropical
rainforests for meat grazing and
other uses: 1,000 per year
• User of more than half of all
water used for all purposes in the
U.S.: livestock production

• Gallons to produce a pound
of wheat: 25
• Gallons to produce a pound
of meat: 2,500
• Cost of common hamburger if
water used by meat industry was
not subsidized by the U.S. taxpayer: $35.00
• Years the world's known oil
resources would last if every human
ate a meat-center diet: 13

• Years they would last if human beings no longer ate meat:
260

H.<D.P.E.
Meeting

Nov.14
3:05 in
The Grlll Room
Located In
The College Center
Everyone
Is Welcome

Most of the trips are tax deductible
and worth every cent to you and
the good earth. It cannot be stressed
enough that the earth needs to be
helped and it's starts with everyone, not just a selective few. Sure,
there are groups and agencies, some
even governmental, but they need
and want help.
The earth cannot wait and some
of these groups depend on volunteers to help their cause. If anyone
is interested in some more information on trips in the future or
maybe even weekend trips you
can contact your local Conservation agency or these groups directly. If anyone is looking and
cannot find the desired information they can contact this reporter
at the Independent office.
Remember, the time is now to
advance to the next stage and save
the planet that we live on. If you
are one of those peoplethatthink,
"I'll start tomorrow" remember that
it may not be here. So think, what
would this place be like if there
were not any trees or rivers that
ran with clean water. It would not
be a pretty place to live.

Aircraft Noise
By John Murphy
You're in your backyard enjoying a nice peacefu\ day when a\\ o{

a sudden an airplane passes over.
It sounds like the plane is 2 feet
above you. Does this sound familiar? Aircraft noise has become a
concerning problem throughout the
United States and people are starting to take action.
One group that is taking action
is the Scotch Plains/Fanwood Citizens Against Aircraft Noise. The
group meets on the first Wednes• day of every month at 7:30 in the
Scotch Plains Library, 1927 Bartle
Ave. If you are interested contact
John Murphy at the Independent
office.
They are trying to turn up the
heat on the Port Authority and the
F.A.A. by calling either group when
ever a member hears an airplane
noise. The calls qualify the problem. Don't forget the telephone
numbers 1-800-336-6166 for the
F.A.A. and 201-961-2026 for the
· P.A. Give them a call. You might
think "I don't live in Scotch Plains
or Fanwood why should I help?"
Remember, planes just don't fly
over Scotch Plains and Fanwood.
Lets help them _q ut with this problem so we can make our planet a
better place to live.

Requests From Earth
1. Stop your junk mail! Did you
realize that we receive almost 2
million tons of junk mail every
•year. If you saved all the unwanted
paper that you received in the mail
this year, you'd have the equivalent of 11.2 trees. If 100,000 people
stopped their junk mail we co~ld
save 150,000 trees every year. Think
about it. If your interested write to:
Mail Preference Service, Direct ,
Marketing Assoc., 11 West 42nd
St. P.O. Box· 3861, New York,
N.Y. 10163-3861. They will reduce your junk mail up to 75%.
2. Put a bottle or a jar in your

toilet tank! Use a juice bottle, soda
bottle or any kind of jar. Fill the
bottle/jar with water or rocks to
weigh it down and put it in the
tank. Be careful that the bottle/jar
doesn't interfere with the flushing
mechanism. Each time you flush
the toilet it u_~s 5 _to 7 gal~ons of
water. By doing this ·you will save
1 to 2 gallson of water a flush. It
doesn't sound like a lot, but the
gallons do add up.
3. Hold on to the balloons!
Balloon releases may seem to be a
popular way to celebrate special
events, but they are bad for the

environment The animals that suffer
the most from balloon releases are
marine animals. Balloons lose their
color when they land in water and
might look appetizing to a dolphin, turtle, seal orfish. When the
animal ingests the balloon they
usually suffocate from the balloon
getting loged in their throat, or
starve to death because the balloon gets stuck in their stomach
and they are unable to eat anything. Even though balloon releasing may seem likefun ... remember
you could be killing something!
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To the Funded Group WeekJoe •.., everybody! I mean, Eveend Gang-- lt was an awesome rybody: This is Joel Annie -Where
weekend lll From the founding did you go - I was worried - you
members of Club Tabboo (Melis- ditched us went home, called 411,
sagale, Jack, Janine, Carrie, Egda, left a messed up message - I Love
and Rod.
.
You, Cindy

Jack - It was great to be on an-

Mel say it - say it! ! sister Cindy
other weekend with you . You're - sounds pretty good - next term.
still as crazy as I remember. Don't Love Ya, Cindy
forget I'm here to make you feel
comfortable. Lov, Homo
Joe B. - Thanx for waiting for us
at the S.S . cafe. Next time we'll
Carrie - I was glad I had your have to start earlier! Love Ya, Colname.
leen

Chris - I know you took my

Annie . Stop light anyone?! I

keys.Jerk! Sike. Thanks for finding
them for me. Your sweetness

hate the yellow light I could have
thrown upll Love Ya, Cindy

Rod, Melis, Janine, Jack-Thanks
for playing taboo with me, let's
play again soon. Lov, Homo

Joe the everybody - Honorary

Melissagale - You're an awesome hostess, thanks for keeping
my stuff.
Rod T. - Let's here some more
accident reports. Thanks for sharing them with us. Love, Homo

Janine - Aren't you glad we
convinced you to move into our
room? Love, Homo

Carrie - How's about a walk
with your walkman and coming
back to Rod hitting you with his
flashlight thinking you were asleep.
Ha Ha on Him. Love, Homo
Chris - Who loves you still?
Mark V. - Thanks, your great!
Love,' the Club Tabboo founding
members.
Chuck - E.verything's okay between us. Truce L.B. from your

bud that still loves you too.
Being silly, cookin' eggs or
spaghettis, doin' dishes and singing Pee Wee, oh what fun! I Love

Ya,Mel
Michael - Stay out of trouble I I
like the idea I know where you are,
butyou'ss be sad and GROUCHY.
OOscar is filing for permanent
custody in 403 Ragers. Can't wait
to see you, honey. Love you TONS

- Me
Cheese - No more hanging out
the window, or else ... Fight! Love,
Your partner in crime
Brian-Sal ... Get over her, Keith
is getting into a fight ... Da, Da, Da,
Daaahl Our heroes! Thanks for
everything, Michele and Lynn
Sher and Claud - Never got to
thank you for keeping me company at 3 A.M. Claud - You're
sober and Sher watch that concussion. Hi-5 Ladies! Love, The home-

coming sicko
Marissa - Are you having fun
yet? Dec. 6th is coming soon! How
about another road trip? We have
more places to conquer. I'm ready
whenever you are! Where did we
go again? Oh, yeah - Glassboro Road trip from hellll Love, Lynn
Robin - You're the best roomie
that I ever had . What time is
itL.JAM. Oh well, Did you
know ... lll? Miss ya, Ya Ya

Jayme and Stacy - Such wonderful roomies! You know you're
always welcome. WORK IT!ll Love
ya guys, Cheezers

Mozzarella - Sorry I missed
Tuesday night, but we made up for
it Thursday! Here's to many more
great times! Love ya, Velveeta

KDTI! Kim - I'm so psyched that
you were with us last Thurs. I miss
you! We'll have to go dancing.
Love Ya, Cindy

M. C. Goldrick - Where is the
rice & beans? I want to make a
point of clarification? And an Objection. Remember, we can't go,
we have no rhythm, we can't do
that Snapping thing? Love Ya, Nicola
Wake up Teddy- eat some pop
corn - sorry we always mess with
you when we come home Thurs.
Nights maybe some day you'll come
out with us. Love you, K.C.
Coll -you want a menu - I'll get
it no problem! I Shots one on one whatwerewethinking? Love, Mrs.

Alan "thanks! for the drink! too
bad most of it got spilled all over
me! Good luck with hockey! Love,
Cindy

sorry. I'm eating my words-now I
know how it feels. At least if we're
nuns we could plead "Immaculate
conception"

Kean Hockey - We love you
guys soon enough we will .go to
one of your games good luck with
the rest of the season. Love, Sisters

Cindy & Annie- Thanks for the
hugs last Thurs., sorry I fell apart
on you guys, but it made me feel
better, I love you! Kathy

ofKDT
AHi AH! What a Rush!" Legion
of doom

Sue B. - Congrats! Way to go All
NJACI You're the best! Not it's
time to party with the Jello-man!
Lisa
Tom -1 just wanted to make up
for your late "Boo• gram, so I decided to send you a personal. So
here it is, enjoy! Marissa

Jack (Gerry) - ALRIGHT! Are
you a little nervous? Assume the
fetal position now. Did you get
naked yet? Shall I get you a feather
pillow for christmas? Boy go move
the bed! Sweet Jesus - Oh shut up!
Red light, Green light one two
three ...Cindy, so much for not
getting drunk Thursday night. As
long as you can pound vodka we
can hand with the best! KOT, Ann

Egda - I Love You Love, Rodney

Dave E. - Next time don't sit
Ruth, me, an alcoholic, No . next to the girl and we might not

Mellissa G. - you know I never
knew just how warm and friendly
you could be. I was really surprised and pleased to catch a
glimpse of you w/your down. Andy

have to take on the U.S. Army
NlcoleJ·ust to confirm something you o snore.

Yes our letters are hanging in
sports section - Roselle Park. I had
a blast - thanks for the memories
Girlsll Love, Cindy

Glenn - Happy 1 Year AnniverSwiss - We'll have just one sary, (11/22/89). We have so much
more drink ... four dinks and three
hours later ... ! You big can of processed Cheese Wizl Love, Velveeta

Cheddar - I had a blast at NJIT.
It was definately better than the
flip food festival - I know you 're
sorry! Love, Velveeta
Provolone (Nay), Happy belated birthday you big legal woman!
Sal & Brian, So when are you
taking us to the movies you big
cheeses! Love, the cheeses

to look forward to ... Thanksgiving,
Christmas, New Years and The
Cruise! I'm glad I'll be sharing all
of those moments with you! I LOVE
YOU. Kissie Kissie, Always & Forever, Lynn

Glenn - It's been an awsome
year! I know there are many more
to come. The happiest memories I
have are moments shared with you I
I love youl Your 3rd roommate,
Lynn
Alexis & Christine - I'm sorry I
haven't been around a lot but I

M.K. - Thanks for making me want you two to know that you're
feel alive. I love you more each
day. Love, Treefrog

still my Best Friends and I miss,
you both. I promise we'll all get
together soon. Love, Lynn

Lorraine - "DFFRTHGPTFt
Melanie- Did you seethatthing
PAPDI" We know what it means
flappin' in the breeze? It's a bird,
and that's all that matters! Don't
it's a plane, NO - It's genitalia! So
worry babe - what goes around
much for taking life seriously! Love
comes around! You're awesome! I
Ya Kid, Ann
love ya! Love-N-Sisterhood - Cindy
Joy
Sheri - Now we know who and
who not to take to diners! We also
know who the party pooper isl
Next time we'll just sleep in the
car. Love, C2
Michele-What- You're staying
at my house again? Wouldn't you
Mom love to know what you are
doing? Who's Joel? (Wink Wink)
Love, Christine

Smack itup, fl ip it, rub it down,
Oh no! The egg is gonna be done.

Nicola, What a trooper! You're
great, but then again you knew
that. Your friendly smile and winning spirit are two things I can
always count on . Andy
Jenn R, Am I the biggest pain in
the butt you've ever met? Imagine
what I could do if I tried? Pit Stop

Danny C., Happy anniversary!
Sindy, Seven months!!! Don't The last two months have been
worry it's not that bad I Look at it
this way, you didn't have Captain
Hook! Love, Kojak #1 & #2

To the "tainted woman" I'm

Mel Thanks! for driving - you
are the best - see anything interesting lately - in Whitemans windows! Pee Wee lives Love, Cindy

Jones
Way!! Well maybe just a touch. I
had a great time on the funded
group weekend, hope you did tool
Andy

Cindy, Kathy, Collen, & Mel.
The day is often quite painful party
on kids. Luv, Ann

great. 1'm looking forward to many
more. Thank you for being you. I

Love You! Jackie V.

Kath - you did shots - oh my
god and about that tomato hitting
our room it's backlll cheer up
pledging is over-studyll wanna go
climb a fence with mell Love, Me
& Roomie
I

Did U know that Juliet loves
SPAM!"
Who is Steve Dakota?
M. Squeak is a freak!

Mike, Only a real man could
keep his composure through a Night
like that! Thanxl A Friend
Irena, Keep up the hard work. I
hope you make it in the program.
Love, Rodney
Janine, I learn so much about
this weekend. Love, Rodney
Belisa, my weekend buddy forever. I hang your letter in my for
keep.Love,Rodney
Club Tabboo cops, a minor Faux
pas l
And the survey says: LOSER!

Bud, 2 more days until our
anniversarylll Can we make it or
wham? Love, Rue
Christine&Claudie, To the two
most beautiful girls in Statistics.
Thanks for making the class worth
going to. We hope to get to know
th both of you better. Andrew &
Paul

.

Just say to her it's none of your
~iness now how about each sh_tl

Christine and James Enough is
enough .. . It's about Timelll
Rodney T. - OW! OW! Perhaps, Perchance, Persay! Please
wash your feet! Brake out the Potpouri! WOMPI You didn't say that?
Sorry
Egda - Turn that frown upside
down! Can you giggle a little more
please. Oh this is the good part, no
this is the best part ·of the movie,
no THIS is the best part! Hobo not
Homo
Melissagale - We love you
Melissagale! Oh MY GOD, LOOK!
The word is Tonsil! WOW! This
word is white ... ooppsl
Carrie - Why did you keep us
up so late? Don't you ever sleep?
AAGGHH put me back against the
wall I might fall off. Well if I fall off
I'll just drag my pillow and blanket
with me - Snore
Chris - By any chance did we
keep you up on Friday night. One
sided pillow fights are not fair. Can
you talk a little faster and louder?
To all the founding members of
CLUB TABBOO - It's Hobo not
homo! Police officer, mime, foreskin, mamagraphy, domination,
DDP, Faux Pas on your part! By
invitation only! Music Man Change
the CD! the P word.

Dean - Take one more picture
and we' ll rip the film out of the
camera. Don't think about blackmail pay backs are a fitch - From,
your weefcend neighbors.
Nicola - How about some - -Pork and Beans Point of Clarifaction Rice and Beans! Keep scoping
and scoping, Men suck! !! I'm really glad we are friends. Shall we
study - NAH . Why did you make
me cut. Love, Janine
To the Founding Members of
Club Tabboo Part Two - The sunk

and cat from Hell . Whatthe hell is
out side the window? Get that
on you to much you're right, but I Spider, Rod God blockthewholedo really do care about you with protect us. Going to Grandma's
with Samsonite luggage in the
all my heart. LOVE, MARK
trunk ...
Kathy & Cindy, "Join in and pull
yourself up a chair, Let the fun
Survey says - LOSER!! !
begin, it's time to let down your
hair". I love being designated driver,
Thanks for the hospitality Melisit's still so much fun; I love Ya, Mel sagale. Dinner was great!!!

Margret, If you think that I pick

Mel, Sorry I can't cook! Like my
eggs with salt? Don't laugh at me
while I'm writing peronals. So I'm
drunk, so what? Love Ya-C
Thanx for calling Archways
Pregnancy Center. We're not open
right now...
Hi I'm Cindy, I live here!!

To the founding Members of
Club Tabboo Part Three - TURN
THE FLASHLIGHT ON!! REALLY
MEN DON'T EAT QUICHE- Rod!!
Chris dragging Rodney out of ihe
bathroom in his underwear, Who
took six showers?
You're invited-Open to and all
night Dance Party at Club Tabboo.
Bring a friend - don't Faux Pas.

Get off my Brianwave !!
You borrowed my bunny slip- "The lndeperident-wifl refuse to run
pers to get your bra!
Personals that specifically name any
indi vi dua l(s) o r grou p(s) in a
My boobie is hanging out of my derogatory fashion. The paper
bra!
disavows personals that do not ,
specifically name individuals or
I was flashed by the flasher! groups, and disclaims any responBeware of the Wh iteman Hall ' sibi lity for · whatever inferences
W indows!
reader5 111ake. .No. P.ersonals with 35
words or more will be accepted. If
Tomy new roomies of Rogers you would like to submit a per403 - I Love you guys. Friends li ke ;onal, it must be dropped through
you are ha rd to fi nd . Thanks for the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
eve ryth ing! Melanie
noon for the following Thursday.
Along with the Personal should be:
25 cents per personals, author'.s
•.,1ame and phone #. Without either
They were eggs. .. w ith salt l l ! of th~se, the personal will not run:

PLJ is too kooll

\
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Music Across The Channel
Due to overwhelming success of the trip just completed, I am delighted to announce plans for the next Music Across
the Channel which will take place January 1 thru 15, 1991 and will include the following :

• Round trip air fare - Newark - London, Paris - Newark
• Train and Hoovercraft Transportation between London and Paris
• All Transfers • Two to a room with private bath and buffet breakfast dally
• A one-day trip outside of both London and one In Paris
• Two musical events In London and one In Paris
• Sightseeing and major landmarks In both cities• Sufficient free time to explore and sho~
The trip will cost about $1625.00 and the three credits are extra Those not registering for credit are required to pay
an additional $100.00 Continuing Education Fee,
There is a great amount of interest, so if you wish to reserve a space please fill out the bottom portion and return it to
me as soon as possible. For further information contact Prof. Golub.

Name- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone-------Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- " - - - - - Zip _ _ _ _ _ __
City

----------------

SOPHMORES!!!
Positions are available for YOUR CLASS.
Come to our meeting on Wed. At 3:05.
Student Org. Conference Rm.
Info. 289-6200.

PAGE lJ

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
(Non-Denominational)
Come Fellowship With Us
Visitors are Welcome
We meet Tues. 1 :40 J-132
or call Brian at 351-1847
The New Jersey Bell Telephone company will be
installing an underground conduit adjacent to the
College Campus. This project will commence on
Tuesday, November 13, 1990 with an anticipated
-completion date of Friday, December 7, 1990. As the
areas affected Include Morris Avenue, Green Lane,
and Woodland Avenue, the College community is
advised to anticipate a disruption in the normal
· traffic flow and to plan accordingly. Every effort will
be made to reduce the inconvenience caused by
this necessary installation.

Tonight in the Pub catch the sounds of
.
.

SOLAR CIRCUS - LIVE

Attention Biology Majors:
The Beta Beta Beta - Biological Honor Society
will have its 1st meeting on
Tuesday Nov. 23, 1990 at 1 :40 p.m. in room C-124.

& let the good times roll!

Doors open at 8 p.m.
Admission: $1.00

GOOD TIME!!

(Other science majors are welcome)
'

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED: Excellent
salary, Morris Avenue office.
Part time hours flexible around
class schedule. Days, evenings
or weekends. No typing. Call
687-9821.

Spring Break 1991 - Individual or student organization
needed to promote Spring Break
trip. Earn money, free trips and
vauable work experience. CALL
NOW!! Inter-Campus Programs: 1-800-327-6013.

Dr. Blank 111 166-9054
DAT/OAT

Kean Ski Team
If you like to ski, want to meet some new people and
compete against schools like Rutgers, N.J.I.T., aro Montclair,
then join the Kean College Ski Team, otherwise known as ·
the Ski Club. We meet every Tuesday during college hour
(1 :40 to 2:55 p.m.) at D'Angola room 126.
Beginners to expert, male, female, or anthropoid

WE Nl:ED YOU!!!

FOR SALE - Car Stereo
System: Blaupunkt receiver &
E.Q., 2 Infinity speakers & 2
Kenwood Speakers - Awesome
sounding system! $350.00 Willing to talk. Call mornings:
287-1400 ext. 5431 - ask for
Rita
FOR SALE - Fur Coat.
Raccoon. Full length. Size 810. Like new. $750. or best
offer. 289-3584.
FOR SALE - '83 Ford Mustang. 5 spd. ps/pb, ac,. Must
Sell! Best Offer. Call 351-3662.

For Classified
Info Call
355-0174

HOT LINE
1-800-376-7805
527-2360 •527-2330

Monday thru Friday
9am-12am
Saturday thru Sunday
2pm -12am
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Public Announcement

By Brian R.

By Dave Zayas
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South Of Heaven

By Troy Tennard
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Sports Photographers
Neede·d

Cougar Skaters Off To 4-0 Start
By Greg Bartiromo

The Kean College Ice Hockey
Club is off to a great start this year
winningtheirfirstfourgames. The
club is in first place in the Hudson
Division of The Metropolitan Collegiate Hockey Conference. Unlike other sports teams here at Kean,
the hockey team is considered a_
"club" sport because they are only
partially funded by the Athletic
Department The team also receives
funds from the Alumni Association and Student Organization. This
is the second season back in action for the Cougar Icemen, after
being dropped from the Athletic
Department after the 1987-88.
campaign. Last year the Squad
finished 8-9-1, missing the playoffs by just one point.

The Cougars ti rst victory of the
season came at the hands of the
teamthatended Kean's season last
year, Stony Brook. After being
behind 2-0 after the second period, the Cougars staged a courageous comeback with three unanswered goals by freshman Rodney
Riso, senior Joe Griffo, and the
game winner by sophomore Rich
Domanico.
The second win came against
New Paltz at Kean's home ice
arena, Warinanco Rink, Roselle.
The Cougar's skated away with a 9
-3 victory thanks to a hat trick by
freshman Bill Underwood. Other
scorers for Kean wer~ Jeff O'Donnell, Brian Thornton, Bill Forster,
Tony Tonzola, Mike Signorella,
and Riso.

Kean then had a weekend home
and home series against CW. Post
winning both games in stunning
fashion. The first game was played
at Long Beach Ice Arena in Long
Island. After a slight delay because
the team bus rear ended a car on
the way there, the Cougars wasted
no time in bumping Post 10-4.
Goal scorers for Kean were Griffo,
Underwood, and Forster who each
had two, and solo goals by Tonzola, Thornton, Signorella, and
Doman ico, keyed the teams offensive surge. In the second game
back at Warinanco, the Cougars
TKO'd the Pioneers of C.W. Post
in a shortened match which was
called due to a ten goal differential
mercy rule in the Conference. In
the 13-3 blowout, Riso and Griffo
both had hat tricks, Tonzola and

Thornton had two goals apiece,
and Greg Bartiromo, Underwood,
and Forster tallied once each.
The Kean goalkeeping situation
is a very pleasant one. Second year
Coaches Mike Griffin and Mitch
Edwards rely heavily on First Team
All-Star Rob lmbriaco, who has
been brilliant between the pipes
thus far. The coaches also call Rob
Waeglin and Scott Marasiey to back
up lmbriaco. The defense is anchored by team captains Alan
Milstein and Brian Thornton. Manny
Matos, Dave Newsham, Scott
Palfreyman, and Chip Anderson
round out the defensive corp, who
has only surrendered 12 goals in 4
games.
The Cougars have exploded
offensively this season outscoring
their opponents 38-12 after four

games. Other contributing forwards
have been Jeff McKean, Emil
D'Allesio, Anthony Pikul, Nate
Cedervall, James Jolly, Rob Way,
and Tony Timbol. "Expectations
are high on the player's minds as
well as mine" explained Coach
Griffin, "but a season isn't over
after four games. We have a lot
more winning to do!" Fourth period the Cougars got a pleasant
surprise from goal scoring freshmen Bill Underwood and Rodney
Riso. This takes much of the scoring pressure away from Jeff O'Donn.ell (20 goals last year). Warinanco attendance has been up this
year due to the success of the
team. Next Home Game: Monday, November 19, atB:30 against
Farmingdale. Come out and support your Cougars!!!

Cougars R~n Wild!!
There was no scoring in the
rain soaked first half until Rodney
The Kean College Cougars fin- Bond ran the ball 23 yards for a
ished their season Saturday win- touchdown capping off a drive
ning 29-0 over Western Connecti- which started at the Cougars own
cut, behind a strong running game 16 yard line.
and tough defense.
Quarterback Mike Tartanto then
Runningback Rodney Bond had took the ball 8 yards into the end ;
a strong performance rushing for zone for the Cougars second score
two touchdowns, one for 23 yards with time running out in the first
and another for 61 . He also broke half. The Cougars were leading 14
, the Kean College single season -0 at half time.
rushing record he set last year here
The second half of the game
at Kean.
was all defense, as the Cougars
Fullbacks Steve McGoggle and promptly scored a safety, which
Irwin McKnight also had strong led to a Rodney Bond 61 yard
games helping Kean maintain touchdown run after the Cougars
control of the ball and establish a received the ball.
After fullback Irwin McKnight
solid running game.
Mike Montelbano and Troy plowed into the end zone from
Terlizzi led Kean's defense shut- about 20 yards out the Cougars
ting out the Colonials and causing defense slammed the door shut on
four turnovers. The Cougars also the Colonials. With a positive end
had an impressive fourth quarter to an improved season the Cougoal line stand with approximately ' gars finished with a record of 5 and
10:00 minutes left in the game that 5 and have high hopes for next
ensured them of a victory.
season.
By Jerry McManus

Kean Rugby-Team
Now Forming
If interested

sign up in
/ Grill Room on
Tuesday 11-20-90
during College Hour
Kean Flag Football Team
Kean College was well represented at the New Jersey Extramural Flag Footbal IT ournament held
at William Paterson College this
past Sunday, November 11, 1990.
Ths Hasbeens, one of two undefeated teams in the Sunday Intramural/Recreational Sports Flag
Football League was selected to
play and included team members
Terence Holmes as quarterback,
Duane Ball as wide receiver and
Roger Liggon as running back.
The games played under the
National Intramural Recreation
Sports rules and featured not only

u-0

U Uh]

If any one is interested in joining the Lacrosse Club to improve
stick skills and have fun come to
D'Angola Gym on Tuesdays College Hour (1 :40 - 3:00 p.m.),
from October 30, 1990 until December 18th, 1990 and wear sneakers.

2
Mike Taranto looks for long throw

Pholo by Nicole De}ur•

state · college teams, but Rutgers,
Princeton and Drew University as
well.
Kean defeated Drew 30-0 in
the first round but subsequently
was eliminated later in the day by
Montclair State and Ramapo. The
eventual tournament champion was
Princeton University.
The division of Intramural/Rec-

reational Sports would like to
congratulate the Hasbeens for their
effort.
A final game between the two
undefeated teams Hasbeens and
Sigma Theta Clii is scheduled for
Sunday December 2nd at 11 :00
A.M. at D'Angola Field.
Student body is invited to come
out for the game.

The Office of Intramural/Recreational Sports announces
that all recreational activities will close for the Thanksgiving
Holidays starting Wednesday, November 21st and will
reopen on Monday, November 26th.

D'Angola Pool
East Campus Weight Room
East Campus Gymnasium
East Campus Aerobic Classes
Karate Classes

